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taDAY — APRIL 24, 1981
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
UINCY, ILL UPI - DOOnicli
ma, 37-year-old chairman Of
Illinois Liquor Central CoIsaias, was arrested Satyrnight on a charge of drunken

•
:harks M. Schulz
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

---
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 95th Year

4

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 25, 1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Vol. LXXXX No, 98

GENERAL BUSINESS OF CITY IS
DISCUSSED, COUNCIL MEETING

were treated to a free steak
tilibitsr lest night. Free steak
diesels, for some reason, are
more palatable than those you
buy with your own money.

Ernie BushmilIes

10* Per Copy

Great Books Group
Missionary To To
Meet Monday At Drain Problems. Retirement
The Local Library
Speak Sunday
Fund,Rezoning Are Covered

The "Lion's Share", says William Penfteld, comes from
fable, which goes u follows:
One day, according to one of
.,,Aesop's fables, a lion went
The Great Books Discussion
mhunting with a fox,• jackal and
Group will meet at the Murraya wolf. They killed a deer, and
The Elm Grove
Baptist Calloway
County Library on
the question arose as to how
The Murray City Council met Kyle Field. It was pointed out
Church will have as their visitthey should divide it.
ing speaker Sunday, April 27th, Monday, April 28, at seven p.m. last night in a two hour sess- that service at the airport has
The lion roared, "Queriel
at the eleven o'clock hour, Rev. The book, "Ethics" by Aris- ion with much time being given greatly improved and that vistotle, will be discussed by the to the discussion of several is- itors to the airport have comthis deer!" and the other three
J. T. Midyett.
skinned it and cut it into four
He and his wife have spent co-leaders, Dr. and Mrs. Alfred sues. A short agenda faced the mented on the good reception
parts. Then the lion stepped forJUDGING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS — Miss Ruble E. Smith.
council when they met at 7:00 and service they are now rea good many years in India Wolfson.
department head for
In this book Aristotle tries to p.m., however after hearing ceiving.
Elementary Education, Murray State University, and
ward.
preaching and teaching the
Gene Peter, Louisville, president of
"The first quarter is mine Kentucky Jaycees, •re shown fudging applications from
Word of God. This furlough was explain what constitutes a good several complaints and discuss- Stanford Andrus, City Clerk,
elementary and secondary schools
because I am king of t h e for the Governor's Outstanding Educational innovation
delayed
until he could get his life and his theory is "the pri- ing other problems of the city, reviewed a recent meeting with
Award set up by Gov. Louie B.
Nunn to encourage innovation In sehoAls.
Oboists," be said. "The second
return entry into that country mary aim of good health is hap the meeting lasted until 9:00 city employees where the proAwards will be given for the first time May 19.
part is mine, too, because I
posed retirement plan was disconfirmed by the Indian Gov- piness", according to Mrs. Mar- p.m.
am Judge in this dispute. The
ernment. It is becoming iecreas- garet Trevathan, librarian.
A public hearing was schedul- cussed. Approximately forty
Aristotle is considered the
third part belongs to me beingly difficult for any Christian
ed at 7:00 o'clock on the re- city employees were present for
cause I took part in the chase.
missionaries to get into that founder of social science and zoning of an area in the old the meeting. He said that fifty
Dear Editor:
And as for the fourth quarter, I
per cent of the city employees
country for mission work, Rev. scientific reasoning, the librar- Sykes Sawmill location. Part
._
of
ian said.
dare either of you to Lay a paw
Rev. Gerald Owens is now
The restoration of the First Midyett said.
this land is zoned business and must sign up for the retirement
Any
person
on it."
who
can read a a part of
serving as pastor of the Sugar
Brother Midyett has been a
Court House of 1823, is soon to
it zoned residential. plan if it is to be put into effect.
copy of this book before meetThe lion took all four parts Creek Baptist Church located
become a reality. For several friend to Rev. and Mrs. Wm. A.
An effort was underway to re- The plan will be financed by
without opposition.
east of Faxon Elementary
months, the Committees from Farmer, who is pastor of Elm ing time, may take part in the zone the entire plot into bus: the water system and the gas
This tale is the origin of "tee School.
the Retired Teachers' Associa- Grove for many years. He was discussion. It is an evening fill- mesa. No one was present for system with the audits of the
'ion's share" — meaning
, The minister began his full
tion have been working to re- privileged to be Bro. Midyett's ed with exchange of ideas, en the hearing and an ordinance two systems being used to srintellectual
or nearly all, of anything.
awakening, and was
time ministry with the church
Miss Rubie Smith, depart- store its original features and pastor for several years. Mrs.
passed on the first reading rive at the proportion of paypure pleasure, Mrs.. Trevathan
on Sunday, April 20.
Midyett
is
from
New
re-create
Jersey
to make all the area business. ments. The two systems will
the historical signifibut
ment head for Elementary EduThis tale reminds us of the
pay seven per cent of the aRev. Owens is former pastor cation, Murray State University, cance of the building as a per- has walked by the side of her said. The public is cordially incommunists, who want to keep of the New Mt. Cannel Baptist
Four residents appeared be- motint to be placed in the rehusband- and family doing the vited to attend.
Is learning quite a bit about manent emblem of the past.
fore the council requesting a tirement fund with employees
what is theirs then negotiate ChlitS11. =Chia hasea teaching innovative peepers*
The task has been made a Lord's work, Rev. Farmer said.
in elemen.solution -to a-drainage problem paying four per cent. No action
tor what' is yours.
it the Baptist Billie Institute at tary and secondary schools in joyous experience because of
The public is cordially invitalong Poplar between 14th and has been taken on the retireMayfield.
the universal response from the ed to hear this dedicated missKentucky during this month.
15th.
Semee05 on TV the other night,
Bennie Page told the ment system as yet.
ionary,
the church pastor said.
Miss Smith is a member of a people of West Kentucky. From
council that there has always
;remarking about the campus
"blue ribbon" committee which scouts to adult groups; from
Raymond Jones appetieeu beSLOVEN
CITED
been a drainage problem in this
Olieleinces over the nation,
has begun to evaluate innova- youth organizations in grades,
the council to protest that
fore
area
and
that
iltat students should im to
the city relieved
tive programs in 110 schools high schools and college to
to buy the city sticker.
had
he
the
situation to some extent by
college to learn, not teach and
Eleven persons were cited by which have applied for the county and community sociejHe said that he worked in the
placing
a
demand. In other words they the Murray Police Department Governor's Outstanding
culvert
under
Poplar
ies
of many interests, the conEducacity but lived outside the city.
are putting the cart before the yesterday and last night. They tional Innovation Award.
The New Concord Parents to carry away the water. In recern in this undertaking has
(t.ontinued On Pees Ten)
cent
years,
Many of them with no were three for driving while in- The 25-member committee
however,
Club
he
will hold a special meetpointof been phenomenal. Busy men
tmperience in living with other toxicated, four for public drun- educational and civic leaders have left their regular work
The Murray. Paris. and Union ing on Monday, April 28, at 7:30 ed out, two parking lots have
to
been paved near Main Street
no experience in per- kenness, two for reckless driv- named by Gov. Louie B.
Nunn plan, build, and restore found- City, Tenn., Chapters of Beta p.m. at the New Concord School. and
surface water ;ens off with
sonal reaponsibility, &ad no ex• ing. one for pubfte
This
Sigma
meeting
Phi
will
is
celebrate
ation
the
and
specifically
grounds for the perIs divided into five-member
wins:* in earning
26th anniversary of the organ- for the voters and parents of greater speed and' the present
4eissient...% assigned to manent locetion,
culvert is unable to carry this
living, come up with half-baked
it is with these thoughts in Wiaion'a wending on' April 28, the New Concord comepunity
a district. They will nominate
flow.
discuss the school tax issue.
pin
mind
that
the
a
school
Committee
in
each
category
wishto
4
be
seven
(Continued On P
Ten)
The New Concord citizens
A barxiuet in which the five
as, also to express its appreciaJudged for the state award.
Other residents speaking in
Following the deadline for ap- tion to "The New concord local chapters will join for the committee will be present to behalf of the request were
plications April 15, the commit- Seekers", a youth group under occasion will be held at the answer questions.
Glenn Reeder, Miss Vanda GibAll interested people in the son, and Harry Russell. Mayor
tee held its first working sess- the sponsorship of Mrs. Garvin Holiday Inn, Murray.
New
Thirty-eight years ago, the
Concord community are Ellis and the Street Department
ion at the Capitol April 16-17. Phillips, who volunteered their
Three persons were treated at
They returned to their districts services and raised $19.00 thr- first chapter of the sorority was urged to attend.
will check the area for action.
where they are now further ough the sale of plaqu.s. Those formed in Abilene, Kansas.
Safety in the Murray Natural the emergency room of the
evaluating the applicant pro- participating were: Cindy Wil- There are now approximately
Gas System came under discuss- Murray-Calloway County Hospigrams through personal visits. liams, Janet Newberry, Mike nine thousand chapters and
ion and Wayne Doran, Superin- tal an Thursday after being inTorenty4wo of Kentucky's High School Auditorium Satur- Gov. Nunn, who will present Cunningham, Rickie Hortin, 200,000 members in the United
tendent, assured the council volved in automobile accidents
bog beautiful girls will walk day night, April 26 with the the state awards May 19 at a Danny Chadwick and Robert States, Canada, and fifteen forthat a constant check is made in the city of Murray.
?roes the stage at the Fulton "High hopes" of winning
eign countries.
Don Davis and Diane ChamDistrict 17 ofr
tip Licensed for gas leaks, needed repairs,
the dinner for district representa- Brelsforcl.
In addition to the banquet Practical Nurses
We find that our young peacoveted tile of Miss Kentucky tives in Frankfort, initiated the
A will meet etc. He pointed out that he is bers Davis were treated at 2:50
in the Miss Universe contest to awards program to "encourage pie today, as always, are vrill- traditional ceremonies will be Wednesday, Apri 30, at seven well aware of the necessity of p.m. Diane had no apparent in.
be held in Miami, Florida on innovative programs in educa- ing to help in any worthwhile observed. The history of the lo- p.m. in the conference room of maintaining constant vigilance. juries and Don had contusions
May 18. The program begins at tion and to recognize schools venture. The "So-called gener. cal chapters will be reviewed the Murray-Calloway County Excavation and grading causes to the right elbow, according to
and the new members will re- Hospital.
a great load when it is done the officials at the hospital.
8:00 p.m.
with existing innovative pro- ation gap" is not as greet as
ceive their first welcome to
The two were in an accident
"Intensive Care of Heart Pat- near natural gas pipes, he said,
This is the first time that the grams".
some would have it appear.
membership.
ients" will be the subject of and a full time maintenance at South 5th and Poplar Street
Mies Kentucky-Miss Universe
The awards program, accordLeslie R. Putnam
Mrs. Wallace Ford is serving the discussion by Dr. Charles crew is on the job at all times. Diane Davis, 1619% Main Street
pageant has been staged in Ful- ing to the Governor, has gained
as chairman of the Founder's Mercer, heart specialist,
The gas system was com- driving a 1966 Ford two door
ton; it is believed to be the greater interest among schools
and
Day banquet.
Mrs. Shirley Denton, registered mended for its good safety re- hardtop, was going west on
smallest community ever to than expected the first year. He
Other members who will nurse.
Poplar Street.
cord.
hold the franchise for the offic- noted while more than 110
have a part in the program are
Connie Edgar Mills of Mur.
0 By DONALD FINLEY
The council adopted a resoMembers are asked to note
ial selection of a Kentucky girl schools had applied for the aWASHINGTON
Mrs. Tommy McCutcheon, Paris, :lunge in date.
(UPI)
— In the national and internation- ward,
lution accepting a grant for the ray Route Two, driving a 1960
many others said they
Mrs. Bill Flood, Union City,
"Spring forward, fall back" will al contest.
extension of the runway at Dodge four door hardtop, was
would plan to be judged next
Mrs. John Hine, Mrs. Willard
going north on South 5th Street
be the byword in 47 states when
The winner of the Fulton year.
Howard A. Moss, supervisor
Alls, Mrs. John Emerson, Mrs.
pulled from the stop street,
Daylight Savings Time goes in- competition will receive an all
In addition to the state award, of probation and parole f o r Gerry
Requarth, Mrs. Franklin
and collided with the Davis car,
to effect at 2 a.m. Sunday.
expense paid trip to Miami on district awards also will go to Western Kentucky, was the
Carroll, and Mrs. Ken Thomas,
People should set their clocks May 16 to compete with young
according to the police report.
speaker at an open meeting of
all of Murray.
Don Davis was a passenger in
and watches an hour ahead be- ladies from the other 49 States schools nominated for the state the Sociology
Club of Murray
award.
Mrs. Tommy McCutcheon,
'the Davis car.
pre retiring Saturday night for the title of Miss U.S.A. The
State University held on WedParis, has been selected for the
Damage to the Davis car was
every state but Arizona. H.a- program will be broadcast
nesday evening.
honor of presenting 'a special
on the left rear quarter panel
diail and Michigan, whose legis- "live" over CBS-TV from MiaMoss said that drugs and
message from the International
and rear end, and to the Mills
Illitures have voted to exempt mi on the final night of
liquors are the cause of most
the
Headquarters in Kansas City. It The Calloway County Teach- of the associated presided. He car on the right front bumper
them from "fast time."
Florida pageant. In addition,
of the parollees having to rewill be the central event of the ers Association met last night presented Superintendent Bu- and grill.
Those who lose an hour's the winner will receive $100
turn to jail after they have been
evening and the culmination of at Calloway County High School ron Jeffrey, who gave the group
Injured in *bother accident
Sleep Saturday night will gain in eash and the opportunity to
released. He cited the public the
for the purpose of discussing a brief outline of the facts conprogram
It beck at 2 a.m. Oct. 28, when represent Kentucky in many exfor not giving the parolees
the educational problems af- cerning a merged Calloway Co- was Gary Henry Ballard of Murray Route Three. He was x-rayDaylight Savings Time ends and citing
personal appearances
more consideration in their refecting the Calloway County unty-Mursay Independent SchoStudents of Murray High habilitation.
ed
at the emergency room and
clocks are turned back an hour. during the year.
School District.
ol District.
asked to check at the clinic toIn the meantime, most AmerThe show here on Saturday School entered the regional piaThe supervisor said so many
Howard Crittenden. president
leans will get an "extra" hour night will have many "firsts," no festival held at Murray State of the parolees had made
Asst. Superintendent William day for further treatment.
good
This accident occurred at
of daylight for six months and to its credit. It will be the first University and won first place after serving a
B. Miller, was asked to explain
term,
but
jail
A Derby Day Dinner Dance
there will be the usual grumbi- time that • six-piece orches- ratings.
the tax structure. A printed 7:35 a.m. Thursday as Ballard,
they do not get the publicity; will be held at the Calloway
The divisions were as follows:
epg among purists about tamp- tra will furnish the music for
break-down of the tax structure driving a 1960 Chevrolet two
whereas a parolee who goes bad County Country Club on SatPiano solo: Ernie Williams
ering with "God's time."
ot • merged district was pre- door, was going south on South
the pageant and a concert for
again
gets
publicity.
urday,
May
3, from seven p.m
13th Street
The Transportation Depart- the sudiance during the pro- playing "Prelude in A Minor"
Moss urged leaders in the to one a.m.
The New Crusaders Quartet MAW to the group. Mr. Miller's
Edward Owen Chadwick, 119
ment, which oversees time ton- gram. The Melody Men, well by Bach and "Romance" by Liclearly
stated
his
postion
on
community to take an interest
The dinner will be catered by of Paducah will be singing it
South 13th Street, driving a
es, reminded the public that known in the area, will furnish belius.
the
merger.
He
said
that
a
coDaylight Savings Time in the 47 the music for the pageant cornPiano duet: Ellen Querter- in the parolees as the parole the "House of Grace" and music the "First Assembly of God operative endeavor must be 1960 Ford four door, was beckChurch, located at South 16th
will be by the Four C's.
mous
observing states will be mandaand Cathy Mitchell play- officer can't do it all alone.
maintained in achieving the ing out of a driveway and fail(Continued On Peas Ten)
For reservations by May 2 and Glendale Road, on Sunday school
ed to see the Ballard car, acing "Sonata in D Major" by
tory for such things as opening
merger plan.
April
27,
at
call
7:30 p.m.
the hosts or hostesses.
cording to the police report.
Beethoven.
and closing hours of governThe public is cordially invited
Messres and Mesdames WoodThe six elementary principals
Damage to the Chadwick car
ment offices and facilities,
Piano duet: Judy Adams and
fin Hutson, Gingles Wallis, to attend.
were giv.gia. the opportunity to was on the right rear fender
schedules of public and comMolly Stubblefield playing "En
Charles Sexton, Vernon Stubspeak erning the issue. and to the Ballard car on the
transportation, and
mercial
Bateau" from Petite Suite by
blefield, John Quertermous,
Each principal expressed his left door.
-Tiene requirements in contracts
Debussy.
SAKE
SALE
The Robertson School Par- Robert 0. Miller, John Livesay,
United Proem International
opinion concerning the tax and
f
Another accident occurred
or legal duties and responsibilient-Teacher Association will or John J. Roach.
Thursday at 5:45 p.m. at Chestties.
Murray High Tri-Hi-Y Club the merger.
meet Monday, April 26, at 6:30
nut and North 10th Street.
The Arizona and Hawaii Leg- by United Press Inteenationel
will have a bake sale Saturday,
p.m.•-at the school. A potluck
Tommy Rushing, Almo said
Cars involved were were a
islatures in 1967 took advantApril 26, from eight a.m. to 12
Fair and cool today and tosupper will be served.
that "our greet financial needs 1961 Comet four
age of an exemption clause in night High today 60s east to
door owned by
noon in front of Diuguid's on
support
require
tax
to
the
us
A
display of en work by the
Robert C. Holden and driven
the law which permitted a state low 70s west. Low tonight 40s
the north side of the court ineresee. He said, "n
-The- Arplii-Deliertment ..the
tur1
by Robert A. Holden, Dees
square.
to continue on Standard Time east to 50s west. Increasingly Murray Woman's Club will meet children will be shown at the
take a stand for what we bePark, N. Y., and a 1964 Dodge
all year long if the entire state cloudy from west and warmer Saturday at noon for its re. meeting.
lieve
is right. We must be able
The annirak_kick off coffee
two door driven by Orvie Dyke
arid not just part of it is ex- Saturday with scattered shoe- gular luncheon at the club
Hostes.ses will be Messrs and
PONY LEAGUE TRYOUTS
to tactfully answer citizens's
Warren of 1009 Payne Street,
Appted. The Michigan Legisla- erg.
Mesdames Bill Furgerson, Don for the lady golfers of the Calhouse.
questions
explaining
in
tax
the
loway
County
Country Club will
Murray.
lbre followed suit last NovemDr. and Mrs. Ralph Tem. Grogan, John B. Watson, Lenitb be
and
the
merger."
Tryouts
for
the
held Wednesday, April 30,
Pony League
Police said Warren was going
ber.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 358.5, neer are the scheduled speak. Rogers, Tommy Carroll, and
Baseball for boys ages thirteen
at nine a.m, at the club.
Freed Curd, Lynn Grove, said north on 10th Street, stopped
Until Congress-made Daylight up 0.1, below dam 319.6, up era and will speak on "Behind Bobby Grogan.
Mrs. Brent Hughes, golf and fourteen will be held Sat- "we all know the conditions of
Savings Time uniform nation. 0.4. No gates open.
the Scenes Internationally".
and pulled out from stop sign
Teacher Appreciation weea chairman, urges all women of urday, April 26. at one p.m. lt our elementary schools and
it colliding with the Holden car
Wide in 1988, city and county
Barkley Lake: 7 a el. 358.4,
Hostesses for the meeting are was observed by the PTA this the
the
Pony
League
club
Field
at
the
interested
playing
in
appears that the tax is the an.
governments in some states of- up 0 I, below dam 325.8, up Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Miss Leweek. On 'Wednesday the PTA golf to attend.
City Park. James Thompson. swer to-our problems." He bro- going east on Chestnut Street
ten made the choice of when 0.4.
la Cain, Mrs, J. D. Rayburn, entertained the teachers with
Damage to the Holden car
president
of
Tr -state and ladies day dues
the Pony League, ught out the question, "what
and whether to use Standard or
Sunrise 5:10; sunset 6:40.
Mrs Rue Overby, and Kiss cake and coffee in the lounge will be
urges all boys interested to at- will happen to our schools in was on the right side and to
accepted
the
at
coffee.
Daylight time.
Moon set 2:00 a.m.
Mary Lassiter.
the Warren car iSh the* left
of the school.
tend
Mrs. Hughes said
(Continued on Page Ten)
front

Rev. Gerald Owens
Is Church Pastor

Rubie Smith
On Governor's
Committee

Letter To Editor

rcial Meet

At Concord

beta Sigma Phi To
Have Founders'
Day Banquet Here

166.88

Three Injured
in Accidents
On Thursday

Susan Crider To Compete In
Miss Ky.-Universe Contest

9.00

111111ft

Licensed Nurses To
Meet on Wednesday

Time Moves
Ahead By One
Hour Sunday

Parole Supervisor
Speaks At Meeting
Of Sociology Club

Calloway County Teachers
Meet To Discuss Problems

Students Get
First Place

Derby Day Dinner
Dance On May 3

Crusaders Quartet
Is Here On Sunday

•

Robertson PTA To
Meet At School

WEATHER REPORT

4

Alpha Department
Plans Luncheon

Or

4

Lady Golfers To
Have Annual-Coffee

•

•
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_KENTUCKY

Man Found Dead
In

THE
FAMILYar
LAWYER —
Postman v;. Home
Owner

More often than not, the reNATIONAL REPRZSENTATIVIS: IVALLA,C& WITMER 00.
UM tionstup
Madison Ave.. Ifamphis. Tam; Time &tile Bldg. 14ew
between postman and
Yet. N.Y.
Wepheason 80dg, Detroit.
borne owner is a warm and friendly one. But even into this sunny
Nolered at the Poet Orflos. Murray, Zentodry. for
tranmakelon as clime a little rain must fall. Such
Second Class MaVar
as, when the postman gets hurt
and sues the home owner for damISUNIKEPTION RATES By Cartier in Murray. per
week 31g„ per
Month WM. to Calloway and adjoining counties,
ages•
per year, WAIL
As a general rule, the home
Zones 1•2, $13.00. Elsewhere $IAM All service
subscriptions MOO. owner is not liable
if he is not
*The Oubstemillng Civic Meet et Osmanentty le the
guilty of any negligence. For exIntegrity ef he Neywegapee
am*:
A home owner was wed by a
postman who suffered a bad fall
FRIDAY — APRIL 25. 1969
when a rotting porch step suddenly
caved in. But a court found no
liability. The judge pointed oat
that, since the rot was visible only
A NO-CONTEST COMPETITION
Kentucky Pest
•
. HOWARD BAKER may be one of the Volunteer
S.
PICKLED PEOSLEM — Lab partners Ghia Chaney, Murray, and
State's great statesmen, but as a gourmet we must rate
Keith Schansn, AnIsthststly &sect this "pickled" carcass of a eat during • biology class at Murray
State
him somewhat below Epicurus. He says Tennessee ham
University. Cheney Is a pro-nwifical stedwit, while Scharion is studying
wildlife conservation. Both are seashantores.
is superior to both Virgnia and Kentucky ham
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
It's little more than splitting pig-bristles to debate
lahe difference between Virginia and Tennessee ham.
correction of title to property on
Neither should be mentioned in the same breath with
Woodland.
;that tenderest, sweetest and most succulent of meaty
Lakeland, Inc., to Roger G.
,
I Morsels, a portion of genuine Kentucky ham, aged in a
Burgoyne and Rose J. Burgoyne
of Riverdale, 111.; lot in Panor1Kentucky smokehouse, liberated — after two years of from underneath, there was no
reasonable way for the home ownama Shores Subdivision.
Insellowing in the ghostly perfume of old Kentucky hickHoyt
Roberts
to
Lester
G.
Naer to have discovered the danger.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Patsy
ory smoke — from its confining emerald cloak of furry
By contrast, take the following nny and Myra S. Nanny; two lots Sell; lot in Lakeway Shores.
*
In Circarama Subdivision,
:green mold, and prepared for the table by an experienced CHM:
Patsy Self and William Self to
Barney Futrell and Cptui FutA postman slipped and fell in
Eurie Colson and Ruby Colson;
Hentucky cook who_ltnie_ the ancient secrets Of _how the outer hallway
of a home, be- rell to Lanis Futrell and Lomas lot In Lakeway Shores Subdivis':to handle fat and the.
cause an excessive amount of wax Futrell; lot on Morray-Wiswell
ion,
1
Let Sen. Baker hurl his heretical challenge! Let Sen. had been applied to the floor. This Road,
time, there being negligence on the
Gilbert Colson and Monico ColHarry Byrd Jr. accept or reject it — his decision matters part of the home owner,
the court sow to Joe W. Hendricks, Katherordered him to pay the postman's ine Beatrice Hendrick
not.
s, and V.
As for Sen. Marlow Cook, let him take up the gaunt- claim.
E. Soyars of Russellville; propIn terms of sheer frequency, the
erty in Calloway County.
let in behalf of Kentucky ham with full assurance that Number One hazard that
the postCalloway County Land C0f0In any impartial competition between the hams of the man faces is a bite by the home
paay, Inc., to R. R. Thompson
owner's
dog.
Many
thousands
of
three states, those of Tennessee and Virgnia will taste
MURRAY, Ky., Tues., April
on-the-job bites are suffered each and James Anthony of Woodland
like half-cured razorbacks by comparison wth the prime year by mail carriers.
Mills, Tenn.; lot In Pine Bluff 22, 1969, Murray Livestock Auction,
In such circumstanoes, the home Shores Subdivision.
aged thigh of thoroughbred porker a la Bluegrass!
owner is usually liable if the state
Milos Dale Lemoat and Nao- CATTLE: 310: CALVES: 25:
Red-eye gravy indeed! How _dare you, senatuh!
has a -dog bite Mw." Under this mi Ann Lemons to Max AL Sykes Cattle weighed on arrival. All
• ______ _____
.law, a dog's mauler may be held and Joanna Sykes; bat in Plain- represented classes needy.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
responsible for a bite not only view Acres Subdivision.
$19.50-21.75, Cutter 917.00-19,
when he was negligent but even
Richard L. Carson to Charles
00. Canner $15.50-17.00.
when he was not negligent in any W. Harrison
and Carol Harrison; SLAUGHTER BULLS:
ay •
Utility
lot near Hugh Palmer and Fred to Good
By IUNTTIED PRESS INTEXNATIONAL
If the State has no dog bite law,
over 1200 lb. $22.00Carson,
the home owner 'Might still be
24.00, Cutter *19.50-22.00.
Beulah Broach to Ewing Swann
liable—but only if he was someSLAUGHTER CALVES AND
and Virginia Broach Swann;loton VEALER.S: Choice
By United Press International
how to blame for the bite.
300-500 lb.
In one case, the owner of a South 16th Street.
calves 06.00-28.00, Mixed Good
James D. Futrell aad Nancy J. and Choice $24.00-26.00. Choice
vicious dog did take the trouble
HARRDLOI„ N. Y. - William F. Haddad, board chairman
of the to post
a "BEWARE OF DOG" Futrell to Leon 0. Garnett and 180-350 lb. vealecs $31.00-39.00, Getasaii cinfisioN - Kurt
United States Research and Development Corp., on- business
and sign on .his front door.
However, Aleta W. Garnett of Sikeston, Mo; Few High Choice $41.75, Mixed Georg Kiesinger atop,. Chill.
the ghetto community:
,
•
when a postman rang the bell to lot in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivi- ood and Choice $33.50-36
"Black people still believe the businessman has the ability
.00, cello'. of West Germany, azid
to deliver a package, the man opened sion.
Standard $28.00-31.00.
get the job done. But time is running out. If we screw this up,
Willy Brandt (lower), forwe've the door and permitted the dog
Clayton Adams and Rachel AdFEEDERS: STEERS: Choice eign minister, reportedly are
really screwed tip."
to dash outside and bite the post- ams to L. L.
Adams and Bruce 550-750 lb 92'7.50-29.00, Mixed
split over whether West German in the leg.
Adams; three acres on Asbury Good and Choice $2.5.50-28.00, many should sign a
A court duly imposed legal
treaty
Good
923.0025.50, Standard
banning the spread of nuliability on the householder. The Road,
$21.00-23
James
.00.
Choice
H.
Foutch
300-500
WASHINGTON - William E. Butler, associate of the
lb. clear weapons. Brandt fears
and Jimmy
Harvard judge said posting the warning sign Lee
Foutch to Gene Rickinsue 133.00-36.00, Mixed Good and
University Russian Research Center, on last year's
failure to sign the treaty
seizure of did Oct end his responsibility to- small
Choice
930.0-33.00. HEIFERS: would harm
portion of lot by L & N
ward those visitors who, like the
the USS Pueblo by North Korea:
upcoming U.S.Choice 500-700 lb. 928.00-28.00,
"The public record is not yet clear whether the Pueblo had postman, had a perfect right to Railroad.
Soviet nuclear disarmament.
Mixed
Good
and
Fred
Choice
come
$24.50onto
G.
the
premises.
Furches
unintentiooally intruded into North Korean waters."
to Robert
An Americas Ear Amoeba= pub- 0. Miller; correction of title to 56.00, Good 922.00-24.00, Standard $30.00-22.00. Choice 300-500
ESPOSITO NAMED
lic service imam by WM
nd lot on Woodland.
lb.
$27.50-30 00, Mixed Good
Robert
0,
ST. LOUIS fun — Phil EspoMiller
to
Fred
G.
0 1969 American Bar Association
Furches and Clara Nell Furebes; and Choke S25.00-27.50, Stand- sito, who set a scoring record
NEW YCRK - Nguyen Tan, South Vietnam's counselo
r to the
ard 231.00-23.00,
with 128 points as a centerman
United Nations, defending the Saigon goveimmesit's censorsh
ip of
for the Boston Bruins, was namnewspapers:
ed the r ational Hockey League's
"People in South Vietnam are so stupid they cannot even run
a newspaper."
Some 23,519,000 wartime vet- Player of the Year by The
LEDGER di TURFOI FILE
erans qualify for benefits, the Sporting News.
Brad Park, New York Ranger
Veterans Administration reveadefeneeman, was earned Rookie
ls.
of the Year.
Two St. Louis University students, William Parker and James
Roberts of Murray, are the featured stars on a commercial
record
entitled "Golden Girl" which has been released recently
and is
being distributed nationwide.

that tie "would be over at the
KEVIL, Xy.—The body of a
little pond."
vrell known Ballard County liveAllen said a .22 caliber rifle
stock dealer, Donald Jay Brown,
belonging to Brown w a I not
was found by neighbors about 6
found in the house and a search
p.m. Wednesday in a pond on
for the weapon was being conhis farm on Kevil RI 2.
ducted.
Ballard County Coroner 5111The coroner said an inquest
ton Allen said the death of the
15-year-old Brown was en apinto the death would be held
parent suicide, camed by a
next week.
small caliber gunshot wound in
Brown was a member of Banthe center of the forehead.
dana Baptist Church.
According to the coroner, the
search for Brown began after
He is survived by his wife,
his wife returned home late
Mrs. Martha Jane Brown of
Wednesday afternoon.
Kevil Rt. 3; two sons, Donald
Mrs. Brown had summoned
David Brown at home, and Wesneighbors to help look for her
ley J. Brown of Indianitiolls,
husband after she returned
Ind., and a sister, Miss Helen
home to find him missing
Brown of Sullivan, Ind.
Wednesday afternoon, according
to the coroner. He said Mrs.
Funeral services will be held
Brown had been gone from the
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Jones
house all day and returned to
Funeral Home at La Center
find the contents of his pockets
with the Rev. Deward Hurst ofon a dining room table alone
with a note. In the note Allen ficiating. Burial will be in
said, Brown indicated he was Maplelawn Cemetery in Padugoing to take his own life and cah.

Land
Transfers

good grief _
it4SA:hrtsancly:„Cpc.",
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Seimur Pictures
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esens
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Features at:
1:111, 3:20, 7:10 & 9:56

• •

Reserved Performance Tickets On Sale for
. 7:10 Feature
• •

PK) ONE MIK 16 A.DMITTED

• •

Quotes From The News

Mrs. E. E. Douglas, age 85,died yesterday afternoon at
her home
In Lynn Grove.

•

ENDS
NOW;TUESDAY

Federal Hog
Market Report

Ten Years Ago Today

• •

URRAY Drivealn Thea

••

-,_

Bo:office Opens

6:15 p.m.

Show Starts

7:00 p.m.

TONITE thru SATURDAY

IN GHASTLY COLOR • •
The Gruesome
•

Twosome

Bible Thoughtfor Today

••

He that end ureth to the end shall be saved.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin announce the engagement and
approach—Matthew 11:22.
ing marriage of their daughter, Frankle Lee,to Gerald Dan
Life offers few rewards to the fickle. Steadfast loyalMcNutt,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nuel McNutt.
ty is a mark of greatness.
Kenneth Worlunan will present his senior art exhibit
tomorrow in
connection with the Contemporary Festival of Arts at Murray
State
College.

20 Years Ago Today

LASSO
Pre Emergent Herbicide

The Superler
HerbieIde
For Corn and
Soybeans

LEDGES•TIMIS FILE

John Wesley Suiter, age 72, passed away at his home in
Mayfield
on April 22. Until two years ago he made his home near Lynn
Grove,
Almost fifty students from Murray High School and teachers
wbo
accompanied them returned last night from trips to New York
and
Washington.
-Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Jones of Detroit Mich., are the
parents
of a daughter, Julia Lee, born on April 18.
Hugh Melugin got the record for the season yesterday when
be
a seven pound big mouth bass. The big fish was pulled
In
Anderson
from
Creek with a Rex spoon.

Almanac

Ruth GASSMANN Felix FRANCHY
AVE RICAN INTERNATIONAL Pc,Lie

PARENTS:oats rob cAmluoci ef tOOP
rq
MK MAkilt are NM lUGH41
µw4G titV
"JuGti to Ylf

In 1898, Congress formally
declared war on Spain.
In 1901, New York became
the first state lo require auto
owners to affix license plates
on their ears — and 954 vehicles were registered.
In 1945, delegates of 48 notIons gathered in San ?Nineteen)
to organize a permanent United
Nations.

by United Press International
Today is Friday, April 25, the
115th day of 1989 with 250 to
follow
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
A thought for the day —
On this day in history:
In 1846, the first shots of the Ralph Waldo Emerson said:
"Every sweet has it sour, every
Mexican War were fired.
evil its- good."7--

LAIRS NM MNIT NA

tis

What makes pre-emergent Lasso the superior
soybean herbicide? Lots of things . . .
Crop safety. No'damage to feeder roots of soybeans. Lasso doesn't.cut yields—it increases them.
Killing power. Lasso gives excellent, control of
grasses and sortie broadleaf weeds

• •

No carryover. When Lasso's work is finished,
it breaks down harmlessly in the soil.
No' incorporation necessary with Lasso.
Minimum moisture needed to put Laseo to work,
Lasso works well one wide range of soil types..
That's why Lasso's best. So . . .
get the best now at

SUN. MON.- TUE. W D

•

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

immommornimmill
•

k

a•

imasTinos
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Dead
?vil Pond
* "would be over at the
Med.
"
n said a .21 caliber rifle
dng to Brown w a i not
In the house and a search
e weapon was being con-

•Orioles Pitching Staff
Loaded,Strong Arms
lay VITO STILLING
UPI Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles' pitching said, once noted for its sore
mew is now suddenly kaded
with droag anth
The Orioles 0001pleted a twoPOI!sweep of a eeriea with
the
vsorid champion Detroit Timm

•

coroner said an inquest
he death

would be held

week
en was a member of BanBaptist Church.

is survived by his wife,
Martha Jane Brown of
Rt. 3; two sons, Donald
Brown at home, and WesBrown of IndianaDolhs,
aid a sister, Miss Helen
of Sullivan, Ind.
eral services will be held
lay at 2 p.m. at Jones
al Home at La Center
he Rev. Deward Hurst ofg. Burial will be in
lawn Cemetery in Padu-
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SPORTS

UK Spring
Game Is
Saturday

pro

ma Dor* MeNefly's tura
to Join Jim Palmer and Tom
Phoebus in the 3.0 class as be
Thursday night teeth a 5-2 vicset dowel the Times ea five
tory thee left the Orioles with
bits. The Oriole feenome of
three
*ahem
boasting
34 McNally, Palmer, Phoebus end
By GLEN CARPENTER
maim
Mike Ondlar have etwind 16 of
ass% be a coincidence that
Baitimere's 1.1 game mid have
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - It may
a combined 10-3 meat inehati
be hard to believe, but Kentucky
ing seven consolets games
football coach John Ray believes
Freak Zobinsoa hat Ids se- his boys actually have enjoyed
venth homer asid Dave John- spring practice.
Spring practice, normally the
nie added a twe-rve double to
per. the Orioles six-hlt attack bane of all football players' existence, officially ends Saturday
that hest Berl Wilson.
night with the annual Blue Elsevrhefe in the American
RALEIGH, N. C. UPI. Kathy
White intrasquad game. Kickoff
•Whitworth will be trying for an League, New
York
drubbed time will
be 8 p.m. at Stoll
unprecedented fifth win in a row Cleveland, 11-3, Oakland edged
Field and the game should give
Minnesota
,
6-4,
and
the
Washon the Ladies Professiocal Golf
some indication of what Kentucky
Association tour here today, and ingtonSoston game was rained
fans can expect from the Wildout.
out to stop her is the only other
cats and Ray next season.
lady to win four straight.
Ray said the game will be
Lan Harreisth erode his debut
At stake is 215,000 in prise
lain Cleveland, collecting two a final exam for the Wildcats.
money.
hits in four trips and driving "This is a test of what they
Mickey Wright, who dominat- in a ran with
a groundout But have learned this spring," he
ed the ladies league sitU her the perforanoc went
tee sought said. "Coupled with *at they
semi-retirement in 1965, will be U the Indians suffered
their have done the rest of spring
• in a strong field of 50 all trying 11th loss in 13 pines this
year. practice, it will go a long way
to put an end to Miss Whit- Bobby Murcer drove in four In determini
ng starting positions
worth's streak. They were to rum with his ilea and seventh next fall."
tee off toy at the Raleigh Co- Isomers mad Dick Simpson dou"We hope to give the people
untry club in the Raleigh Ladies bled in in,.. more for the In the state an
idea of what
Yanks. Luis Tient, 214 lest Interesting
InvilitiOthtl golf tournament.
football is and what
Loins Holbert, of Long Beach, year, is now 0-4 this year. He our program is like," he said.
Calif., beaded the team which was battered for Mx runs In "We want to give them
someWeb the pro-am tournament Thur. lour innings. Fritz Peterson pit- thing to look forward
to next
y.Miss Holbert and her three ched a six-hitter for the victory. fall."

MintTrying
For Fifth Win

••••••

Baseball
Standings
Magtossel

Lepage

Seat
allow
Moberg%

W. L Pet.
11
1 .1111
6 1117
10

Now Yost
Monlisol
It. Louis
Philo

6
•
6
$

8 AID
fi .404
I .408
285

Wed
W. L Pd.
11 .1111
Los Arg.
10
Atlanta
5 .1117
10
8
6 Jill
Sas Fran.
Ciacinnati
6 AS
7
San.Diege
6 10 .275
Hosaton
4 13 SW
Theradsy's Rowels

Truck Meet Iteeetts
The Isihrerhig are the results
of as toot meet imid Tuesday
betweea Oadimay County High
Med and Orme Histh School
dit FMB, Tewassfte
Paris:
ley*: Orem $3, Callaway Count,44
Ghee: Calleeary County liS, Greve

IS
63
YS
14
0
T40
II Lae Relay: 1. GROVE (Cheek,
hileaning, Owens. Sweyned, 2. CCH
•yard dailk: I. KIne, OR, 2.
Whiems, OR; 3. Otatimen, CC ;4.
Cideper, CC T-ii.t.
T_411.7
11:
s. now 1. Andersen; OR; 2.
Clerk CC; 1. Guy, CC;4. Rushing, CC

Bench Psychology Worked
On Cards' Julian Javier
by JOE CARNICILLI
UPI Sports Writer
The mychoiogy of the beech
haa ebteloteely worked on Julien
Javier.
Javier, St. Louis' All Star
second bowman, was one of
three players beached lark week
by Manager Red Schoendienst
In an effort to shake up the
stumbling world champions.
The move worked as for as
Javier is concerned. Reinstated
in the eluting lineup, Javier
has stroked eight hits in his loot
17 se-bats, including four Thursday as the Cardinals bonded the
Chicago Cubs their fourth consecutive low, 3-2.

fint homer of the in in the
aeventh after Willie McCovey's
single for the first two runs of
the game.
&cape Shutein
The Breves escaped a shutout
in the ninth when they 'cored
a run on doubles by Orlando
Copeck and Mike Lum.

errors by pSchers Clarrdi Seasaxe am deny Robertson and
third boatman Jose Lobos
, to
score five runs in the ninth inning and define the ftpme. With
the Phils hiding 24 in
the
ninth, Bon Stone limaed and
west to third when Sembera
booted Doe blimumrs bunt Mike

Ryan's double scored Stone and
Lee May drove in three runs
with a homer and a two-russ Larry tilde tingled in another
single to lead the Reds over Los nin.
Angeles in a gime whicts featured 29 hits.
Wes Parker had four hits and
Bill Suciakis,
homered,
who
drove in three runs for the
Dodgers, who lad le singles and
a home rtm,

Robeetam relieved Sembers
taxi fumbled a ball to load the
bastes. Tony
Taylor
followed
with a Ion gsacrifice fly, scoring a run and advancing the
other two runners When catcher John Bateman's attempted
Nate Colbert, left unprotect
ed pickoff throw got by Laboy,
by Houston in the
expansion both runners scored.
draft, mashed a three
-run homer--the first of his
major
league oareer-tn snap a
1-1
tie in the eighth inning
and
boost San Diego over the Asnos.

Scores Tem Runs
Javier also scored two runs
NO relay: 1. GROVE (King, Doris, as St. Louis trimmed the faltVan Dyke, Voge();L CC T-1:40.
ering Cubs' National League
4411 Naga: I. Fortier, OR; 2. Elkins,
Eastern Division lead to a mere
G
T i_t_; :35.7 Nevieen. CC; 4.
CC
balfgame
over
Pittsburgh,
1_4m 1-611111111.1: 1. Seers, CC: 2. which was
rained out in New
Callihan, OR; 3. Van Dyke, OR, 4.
York.
FilnitION, CC T-43.7.
San Diem 4 Houdin 1
NI ram: 1. Linn, CC;2. Ferry, OR;
Dave Giusti limited the Cubs
Cincinnati 8 Los Aog
3. Sweyne, OR; 4. Rees CC T-4:17.7.
to only three hits in recording
T-t
0111
4.4desh 1. Kitts, OR; 2. Vogel,
flt. Lode 3 Chicago 2
OR; 3. Cooper, CC; 4. Champion, CC his second victory amine one
Sea Frio 5 Atlanta 1
Colbert, knocked
down
by
loss. Javier singled in the first,
ppd.,
nth
Pitts at New York,
reached third on Joe Torre's Jock Billintham's first pitch,
(Mc
kli
alimoorns,
Cut
ili
c
kerefo
l
t
Parker);
..Letk
Todey's Probable Pitchers
ial"
1.
responded by blasting the next
411114°VE
2. CC T-3:21.
single' and scored the Cardinals'
All Times BST
one over 400 feet, the first
FIELD EVENTS
hofirst tun on Mike Shannon's
HBO, Jaime: I. Lee, OR; 2. Seers,
Mileage, Jenkins 2-1 at New
mer off Etillinghem in
his 58CC; 1. Themes, OR; 4. Cult:van, OR hese hit.
lame
York, Seaver 14, 11:06 p.
major
league career. 01-'
HT-V4".
hi the third. Javier doubled,
lie Brown had hoenered
Iloadreal, Morten 0-1 at PittsBreed Janne: 1. Thomas, OR; 2.
for San
advanced to third on an infield
Ptiow
QM;
3.
Awns,
CC;
4. Faunal, CC.
Diego in the second liming
burgh, Veal* 1-3, 8:05 p. aL
and
out and scored on Tim Mc.
ClIst-Pr4".
Denis Menke tied
IL Louis Gibeth 1-1 at PhDsShot Poet: I. Was, OR; 2. Vogel, Carver's hit. Torre,
the
game
who had with
delphia, Jacksoa 1-1, 7:311 p.
so, 1. Caldwell, OR; 4. Raney, cc: -walked,
a fourth inning home
run.
scored
the
eventual
Cincinnati, Maloney 1-0 al Sas Olet-41'44e".
Philadelphia
capitalized
an
Decals: I. Caldwell, OR,2. Duke, winning run on Veda Pinsores
Diego, Sisk 0-1, 11 p.
CC; 3. Roney, CC; 4. Lee, CC. sacrifice
fly.
Atlanta, Rieke* 34 at L•• 010-411' 6
Elsewhere in
the Notional
Feel Yam'', I. Meroning, CC; 2.
Angeles, Singer 3-0, 11 p. ht.
League, San Francisco downed
glawkenen
omu, CC. 3. 'garden OR Ht-T
liouston, Lennasier 0-3 at Sea
Atlanta, 5-1, Philadelphia ripFrancisco, Bolin 1-1, 11 p. se
.
1_44
Smateur teammates had a best
.7: 1. Gets,0.0R;2.8411prtl. ped Montreal, 7-1, Son Diego
As
for
fmterdsy'
the
Games
enjoyment
s
Ray
,
Reggie Jackson drove in three
CC, 3. Cheolog, CC; 4. Holt, CC belted Houston, 4-1 and Cincin•ball score of 57. She was not rum for
the A's with a pair of said players often have arrived Chicago at New York
rati outalugged Los Angeles,
considered a threat in the tour40 relay: 1. CC (Niedeles, Ballard,
for
practice early. "We have Montreal at Pittsburgh
homers to beet lanneosta. But
Dausled, Rogers), 2. GROVE (Eiovitz,
nament starting today, however.
Jackson took an early exit from great spirit and competition be- St. Lotlis at Phila., eight
Flowers, L. Dernett, Deihl) T-1:01.
Jack Hiatt nnashed a two-run
Miss Wright, Carol Mann and
ke• leek: I. Casts, GLO R; 2. Coats, homer
the game when reliever Dick tween the offense and defense" Atlanta at Los Asa., eight
and Dave Marshall singK. OR; 1. Maddox. CC,4. Ballard, CC
Shirley Englehorn were gives Woodson
Cincinnati at San Diego
The Murray High Tigers basetossed two pitches be said.
ledin .two more runs. to . lift
_ _
the best chance of stoppieg Miss over his head In his third
ball teem beat the Berton InBeaton
Sestirma
at
.
Ray'
said end Phil Thompson
tinge
11 ktirdNa•
Gaylord Perry and the Giants
Whitworth. One of the younger at bat Jackson charged
dians 7 to 5 yesterday afterWatts *pat Sang Air Csailkser
Casts, K.
the personified the attitude of the
over the Braves. Matt hit his
:
ea".
wctser CC
C
players given a chance to win mound and got into a brawl players by telling
noon.
Amortises tames
°al 4.
him recently,
•
run: erploont. CC;2. Sliger, CC;
Charles Clark hit a home run
was Murle Lindstrom, a pretty with Woodson and was ejected. "Coach, this is the
Nast
1.Antie
T_,3tA.rson, OR 1 4. Lowe, OR
first time
for the Tigers.
W. L Pet. OH
CC 01st-2i'3 In".
mother of two.
Woodson wasn't even warned. I haven't taunted the days until
High
Sib
Jump:
1. McClanahan, OR 2.
ifash
1. Maddox. CC; 2.
Baltimore
Starting pitcher for Murray
13
1 .721 the end of spring practice."
WINNerd, CC; 3. Lockman, OR, 4. Williford, CC; 3. Lee, CC; 4. Taylor,
High wee Johnny Williams and
Detroit
1
II .171
3
OR Ht-4'.
Ropers, CC T---129.5.
Quarterbacking the Blues will
Broad Jump: I. Landrum, OR; 2. he was relieved by Ronnie King
IN inedNy relay: 1. GROVE
Boston
6 .1171
3
be soplibmore Bernie Scruggs
rift
.
T
C_T:0
eets,5K., Elovitz, Taylor); Bennett, CC; 3. Billington, CC:4. Lee, and later,
New York
I
6 .571
Allen Grogan.
3
CC 0141-14' S".
and juriior Stan Forston, while
The Tigers
Washington
7 10 .412
Discus: I. 1-layes, CC; 2. Childs,
FIELD EVENTS
play
Ste
Reidland
sophomores Hugh Bland, Garnet
OR;
3. Guy, CC; 4. Williams, CC here tonight at 7:30
Shot Fait: I. Atkinson, OR; 2:
Cleveland
1 12 .076
Mir
at the
Scott and Steve Tingle will handle
Adams. CC: 3. Childs, OR 4. Hayed, Dist-72'9".
Murray High Field.
Wed
the Whites. Scruggs, red-shirted
W. L Pct. In
last fall, and Forston have been
Chicago
7
S AO
battling for the top position this
Kansas City 8 6 171 /spring.
Minnesota
II
11 .571 The Blue-White game will be Oakland
8
7 S33 %
the climax of a big weekend at
Seattle
?rivals Dining Ham
5
8 .385 3%
the university, which includes Oallf.
4
II 333
3
(Call For Reservations)
the itittle Kenttieky Derby for
Thursday's Remits
A. M. to 10 P. M.
•
7 day a wee
the students and a golf tourney Oakland 6 Minnesota 4
•
•
for Kentucky lettermen.
Baltimore 5 Detroit 2
About 200 golfers, mostly let- New York 11 Clevelaad 3
termen, teed off today in the Wash at Boston, ppd., ran
K-Men's Charity Golf TournameOnly games scheduled
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
nt. The K-Men will have a dinner
Teday's Prehabie Pitchers
TRADE WITH
tonight and then attend the dedicAll Times 1ST -ation ceremonies Saturday of the
Oakland, Nash 2-1 at Seethe
Bernie A. Shively Sports Center. Bell 1-0, 11 p. m.
California, May 1-1 st Kama
The present center is being renamed to honor the late athletic City, Butler 1-1, 8:30 p. n.
Minnesota, Hall 1-1 at Chi7534273
director who died December, 19Murray, Ky.
cago, Jobs 2-0, 8:30 p. m.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
67.
BOONS11, Lonborg 0-0 at DeThe little Kentlicky derby feat"Service Built Our Business"
MEWS
fuederg
ures '6, concert tonight at Memo- troit, balich 2-0 or Sparma 2-0.
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„You hear so many, new-car claims, it's tough to tell
who's
the biggest interior
more Fury exclus yes
kidding who. So here are some

Murray High , IMAGINE!
0 BTU's
Beats Benton 5,00
$
only 129,00

FEDDERS

an= • •

In Thea.

THE LEDGER

Come in today... ,
be cool tonight!

• •
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Murray Home and
Auto Store

HAZEL CAFE

S:15 muse
7:111 p.m.

NOW SERVING
CATFISH *
*-FRESH KY.
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

ii.mcg

Tt1RDAY *

COLOR

PIYMOldb

teositlikelts.

PARKER FORD INC.

...,

rc:,-...,,,

••

Fully Aquarium

Pet Shop

•

Wishes To Show
Their Appreciation
WE NOW OFFER . . .

A Permanent 5% Reduction
Off Of All Merchandise PLUS
These Other Advantages . ..
1. 80-Day Guarantee

es

all aquarium it pet

supplies.
2. 1-Week Guarantee en all
Fish and Pets.
3. Free Delivery and Set-Up
of all aquariums.
4. Free Bearding of any Pet
bought from an.
S. Customer Service - 24 Hears.

Additional 5% Off On AU
Merchandise
Saturday, April 26th

Bruins Set
Record But
Miss Goal
By DICK DEW
UPI Sports Writer

(. . . .

four games to two with
scarred veteran and a
neophyte showing the

a tattlerelative
way. It

was Jean Bellveau's goal at 11:2*

straight facts on Plymouth Fury
Ill versus Ford Galaxie 500 and Chevrolet Impala. Fury has a
longer wheelbase than Impala, an overall length greater than
Galaxie. Fury's trunk and brakes are bigger than both. The
Automotive News Roominess Index credits Plymouth Fury with

BOSTON UPI - The Boston of the second overtime period
Bruins set an all-time' regular Thursday night that finally finishseason scoring record but they ed off the brash brawling Bruins.
But it was the goal-tending of
couldn't get the one goal they
'needed when it really counted. Rogatien "roggy" Vachon which
So Montreal and St. Louis will brought the Habs to that decisive
again play for hockey's holy gra- point and which, ultimately, stil, the shopworn but richly rewa- artled the Brains most in the
playoffs.
rding Stanley Cup.
Boston had dropped oaly two
The Cardinals, the National
Hockey League's most dominat- of eight regular season games to
ing team and current record. the Canadians and the recordmakers with 21 consecutive play- shattering Bruins to a man preoff appearances, scored a 2-1 dicted a similar dominatiop lathe
elimination victory over the Br- playoffs.
They based it on the presumpuins Thursday night to carry
their cup defense right back into tion that they would be firing at
the best-of-seven finals.
the veteran Gamp Worsley. And
The playoff showdown opens when a hand injury knocked him
Sunday and continues Tuesday out after three games, the Bruiin Montreal before shifting to ns gleefully trained their sights
St. Louis for games on Thurs- on Vachon, sights that had proday, May 1 and Sunday, May 4, duced an all-time mark of 103
Montreal rode into the finals regular season goals.

'n ittciass. And

are

spelled out in the chart above. That's how it is, except
for one
thing. Right now we're putting the big stuff on special
Furys.
Vinyl roof, automatic transmission, radio, power brakes
and
steering, 8.25 x 15 whitewalls, and deluxe wheel covers
-all at
reduced prices. So get it straight. Get it great See us nowl

COME TO. . •
4:CteN14ardtop

FAMILY AQUARIUM I PET SHOP
office
Where Your Hobby Is Our Business

COLLEGE CLEANERS

117 N. 4th - 753-1572 Home;
7514441

Our Slogan:
"YOUR HAPPINESS IS OUR HAPPINESS"

FOR All UNBEATABLE DEAL SEE

1411 Olive Blvd.
- FRKE
,
and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852

Timm,

*

Executive Shirt Service *
403 Poplar

.s

Murray, Kentucky
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Man Found Dead
In Kevil Pond

THE
FA M 1 LYvar
LAWYER =
Postman vs. Home
Owner

NATIONAL REPREBERTATTIBB: WALLACE WITME
R 00.. 1119 More often than not, the relaMena Ave.. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Lib Bldg..
tionship between postman and
New
Yoe*. N.Y. home owner
Illigkesson Wee.. Detroit, Wokis a warm and friendly one But even into this sunny
Maimed at the Post =ea, Murray. Kentucky. for
tranmakeion as clime a little rain must fall. Such
Sesend Clem 18atasr
as, when the postman gets hurt
SUREOCEPTION RATTS. By Carrier In Murray,
and sues the home owner for damper
week
154.
per
Month 11.51. In Calloway and adjoining
oounUss, per year, $6.60; As A general
Zama 1 & 1, 113.00; lamewbere $14.00. All service
Mit, the home
subscriptions $11.00. owner is not liable
if he is not
Osasmadiami Owls Asset et a Cesanuoisky le
guilty of any negligence. For exthe
hategyny of he Nawepapare
ample:
A home owner was sued by a
postman who suffered a bad fall
FRIDAY — APRIL 25, 1969
when a rotting porch step suddenly
caved in. But a court found no
liability. The judge pointed oulr
that, since the rot was visible only
A NO-CONTEST COMPETITION
Kentucky IPiest
•
HOWARD BA10ER may be one of the Volunteer
PICKLED PROBLEM — Lab partners Glen Chaney, Murray,
State's great statesmen, but as a gourmet we must rate
and Keith Schanen, Anchorage. Intently &pact the "pickled"
. carcase of a cat during a hlotogy class at Murray
State
him somewhat below Epicurus. He says Tennessee ham
University. Cheney Is a pritax•ilkal stedent, while Schanon is studying
wildlife conservais superior to both Virgnia and Kentucky ham.
tion. Beth are siushstoorse.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
It's little more than splitting pig-bristles to debate
!, the difference between Virginia and Tennessee haat.
correction of title to property on
Neither should be mentioned in the same breath with
Woodland.
;that tenderest, sweetest and most succulent of meaty
Lakeland, Inc., to Roger G.
!, morsels, a portion of genuine Kentucky ham, aged in a
Burgoyne and Rose J. Burgoyne
of Riverdale, Ill.; lot in Panor'Emit:tacky smokehouse, liberated — after two years of from underneath, there was no
ama Shores Subdivision.
ailowlng in the ghostly perfume of old Kentucky hick- reasonable way for the home ownHoyt Roberts to Lester G. Naer to have discovered the danger.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Patsy
nny
and
Myra
S.
Nanny;
ory smoke — from its confining emerald cloak of furry
two
lots
By contrast, take the following
Sell, lot in Lakeway Shores,
in
Circara
ma
Subdivis
ion,
green mold, and prepared for the table by an experienced case:
Patsy Self and William Self to
Barney Futrell and Opha
A postman slipped and fell in
Eurie Colson and Ruby Colson;
Kentucky cook who knows the ancient secrets of how the outer
hallway of a home, be- roll to Lanis Futrell and Loving
Lakeway Shores Subdivisjto. handle fat and fire.
cause an excessive amount of was Futrell; lot on Karray-Wiswell lot in
ion.
had
been
applied
Road,
to
the
floor.
This
- Let Sen. Baker hurl his heretical challenge! Let Ben.
there being negligence on the
Gilbert Colson and Monico Col!MECO Byrd Jr. accept or reject it — his decision matters time,
pen of the home owner, the court son to Joe W. Hendricks,
Katherordered him to pay the postman's ine Beatrice
Hendricks, and V.
claim.
its for Sen. Marlott
E. Soyars of Russellville; propbk, hethim Cato up the gauntIn terms of sheer frequenc
let in behalf of Kentucky ham Ipltivfull assurance that Number One hazard that they, the erty in Calloway County.
postCalloway County Land ComIn any impartial competition betweth lb& hams of the man faces is a bite by the home
pany, Inc., to R. R. Thompson
three states, those of Tennessee and Virgnia will taste owner's dog. Many thousands of and James
MURRAY, Ky., Tues., April
Anthony of Woodland
on-the-job bites are suffered each
like 41f-cured razorbacks by comparison wth the prime year by mail carriers.
Mills, Tem.; lot in Pine Bluff 22, 1969, Murray Livestock Auction.
In such circumstances, the home Shores Subdivision.
ttged thigh ot thoroughbred porker a la Bluegrass!
owner is usually liable if the state
Cline* Dale Lances sad Nao- CATTLE: 310; CALVES: 25;
1.4.7e7t.gravY indeed! liow dare you_senatuhi_
has it Nieg- bite- taw."' tinder /Ids mi-Ana Lemonsto Max It. SytarCattle _weighed.on.
law. a dog's master may be held and Joanna Sykes; lot in Plain- represented clones steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
responsible for a bite not only view Acres Subdivision,
$19.50-21.75, Cutter 117.00-19.
when be was negligent but even
Richard L. Carson to Charles 00,
Conner n15.50-17.00.
when he was not negligent in any W. Harrison
and Carol Harrison; SLAUGHTER BULLS:
w a',,
Utility
lot
near Hugh Palmer and Fred to Good
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
If the state has no dog bite law,
over 1200 lb. $22.00Carson.
the home owner Wight still be
24.00, Cutter $19.50-22.00.
Beulah Broach to Ewing Swann SLAUGHTER CALVES
liable—but only if he was someAND
and
By United Press International
Virginia
Broach
Swann;loton VEALEKS: Choice 300-500 lb.
how to blame for the bite.
In one case, the owner of a South 16th Street,
calves $26.00-28.00, Mixed Good
James D. Futrell and Nancy J. and Choice $24.00-36.00. Choice
HARRIMAN, N. Y. - William
Haddad, board chairman of the vicious dog did take the trouble
to post a "BEWARE
Futrell to Leon
United States Research and Development Corp., on business
Kurt
and sign on his front door.OF DOG" Aleta W. Garnett 0. Garnett and 180-260 lb. verniers $37.00-39.00, GERMAN DIVISION
However,
the ghetto community:
ofSikeston, Mo. Few High Choice $41.75, Mixed Georg Kiesinger, topt, chan,
when
a
postman
rang
lot
the
in
Pine
bell
to
Bluff Shores Subdivi"Black people still believe the businessman has the
and Choice $33.50-36.00, cellor of West Germany, and
ability to deliver a package, the man opened sion.
get the job done. But time is running out, If we screw this
Standard S28.00-31.00.
Willy Brandt ilower 1, forup, we've the door and permitted the dog
Clayton Adams and Rachel Adreally screwed up."
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice eign minister, reportedly are
to dash outside and bite the post- ams to L. L.
Adams and Bruce 550750 lb $2'7.50-29.00, Mixed
split over whether West German in the leg.
Adams; three acres on Asbury Good and Choice $25.50-28.00, many should
sign a treaty
A court duly imposed legal
Good $23.00-25.50, Standard
banning the spread of nuliability on the householder. The Road,
James H. Foutch and Jimmy $22.00-13.00. Choice 300.500 lb. clear weapons.
WASHINGTON - William E. Butler, associate of the
Brandt fears
Harvard judge said posting the warning siva Lee
Foutch to Gene Rickman; $33.00-36.00, Mixed Good and failure to sign
University Russian Research Center, on last year's
the treaty
seizure of did not end his responsibility to- small
Choice
$30.0-33.
00.
portion
the USS Pueblo by North Korea:
HEIFERS: would harm upcomin
ward those visitors who, like the
of lot by L & N
g U.S.Choice
500-700
Railroad,
lb. *26.00-28.00, Soviet nuclear
postman, had
"The public record is not yet clear whether the Pueblo
disarmament.
had come onto the a perfect right to
Fred G. Furches to Robert Mixed Good and Choice $24.50unintentionally intruded into North Korean waters."
premises.
An Americas Bar Association pub- 0. Miller; correction of title to 36.00, Good S22.00-24.00, Standard $20.00-22.00. Choice 300-500
& service fesiwe by Will Berm* lot on Woodland.
ESPOSITO NAMED
Robert 0. Miller to Fred G. lb. $27.50-30.00, Mixed Good
ST. LOUIS filP1 — Phil EspoC 1969 American Bar Association
sod
Choice 125.00-27.50, Stand- sito, who set a scoring record
Furches and Clara Neil Furches;
NEW YORK - Nguyen Tan, South Vietnam's counselo
r to
ard $21.00-23.00.
United Nations, defending the Saigon government's censorsh the
with 126 points as a centerman
ip of
for the Boston Bruins, was namnewspape.xs:
ed the %bona! Hockey League's
"People in South Vietnam are so stupid they cannot even run
a newspaper."
Some 23,519,000 wartime vet- Player of the Year by The
LEDGER ilk TIMES FILE
erans qualify for benefits, the Sporting News.
Brad Park, New York Ranger
Veterans Administration remidefenoernivi, was named Rookie
ts.
of the Year.
Two St. Louis University students, William Parker and James
Roberts of Murray, are the featured stars on a commercial
record
entitled "Golden Girl" which has been released receatly
and is
being distributed nationwide,

1J111 -lig&

SM.
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KEVIL, Ky.—The body of a
well known Ballard County livestock dealer, Donald Jay Brown,
was found by neighbors about 6
p.m. Wednesday in a pond on
his farm on Kevil Rt. 2.
Ballard County Coroner Matta Allen said the death of the
15-yesruld Brown was an apparent suicide, caused by a
small caliber gunshot wound in
the center of the forehead.
According to the coroner, the
search for Brown began after
his wife returned home late
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs.- Brown had summoned
tbighbors to help lock for her
husband after she returned
home to find him missing
Wednesday afternoon, according
to the coroner. He said Mrs.
Brown had been gone from the
house all day and returned to
find the contents of his pockets
on a dining room table alma
with a note. In the note Allen
said, Brown indicated he was
going to take his own life and

that ne "would be over at the
little pond."
Allen said a .22 caliber rifle
belonging to Brown w a s not
found In the house and a search
for the weapon was being conducted.
The coroner said an inquest
into the death would be held
next week.
Brown was a member of Bandana Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Martha Jane Brown of
Kevil Rt. 3; two sons, Donald
David Brown at borne, and Wesley J. Brown of Indianapolis,
Ind., and a sister, Miss Helen
Brown of Sullivan, Ind.

•

Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Jones
Funeral Home at La Center
with the Rev. Deward Hurst officiating. Burial will be in
Mapielawn Cemetery in Padu- e
cab.
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Land
Transfers

•
Robart tioggiog, Peter Zoret and
Selniur Pictures Corp present
A Christian Morquand Production

Candy

Federal Hog
Market Report

Todmkolor• CRC

El

Features at:
1:10, 3:141, 7:10 & 9:30

• '0

Reserved Performance Tickets On Sale for
7:10 Feature

Quotes From The News
P.

Ten Years Ago Today

*TODAY *
and SATURDAY

rC

Dean Martin as Matt Helm
swings
with

The
recking
Crew

MOM PCTURES
NEM& Alla,.

TEDIMICOLOW

*LATE SHOW SAT. 11:00 P.M.*

"The Female"

Mrs. E. E. Douglas, age 85,died yesterday afternoon
at her home
In Lynn Grove.

COLOR mot

111111GASSMANN

Felix FRANCHY

20 Years Ago Today

•NIIERICAN INTERNATIONAL Pima

a

John Wesley Suitor, age 72, passed away at his home in
Mayfield
on April 22. Until two years ago he made his home near Lynn
Grove,

Almanac

1969 Arrtem.car,

Jim

—

(,4110 V114 1415 6414041C 1119
F1'octunni

Show Starts

7:00 p.m.

* TON1TE thru SATURDAY *

The Gruesome

-Twosome

Bible Thoughtfor Today

LASSO
Pre-Eniergent Herbicide

The Superior
Plerlyecids
For Corn and
Soybeans

LEDGER•TIKES 'HA

Hugh Melugin got the record for the season yesterday when
be
landed a seven pound big mouth bass. The big Bah was
pulled in
from Anderson Creek with a Rex spoon,

PARENTS: ooc I YOU CANIU0ci .11^1440
''04
klA UK see Alt[Mier

6:15 p.m.

Kenneth Workman will present his senior art exhibit tomorro
w In
connection with the Contemporary Festival of Arts at Murray
State
College.

Mr. and Mrs, Leon C. Jones of Detroit, Mich., are
the parents
of a daughter, Julia Lee, born on April 18.

Michna

Boxoffice Opens

He that endureth to the end shall be saved'.
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin announcetheengagement
and approach—Matthew 11142.
ing marriage of their aaughter, Frartkie Lee,to Gerald
Life offers few rewards to the fickle. Steadfast loyalDan McNutt,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Nuel McNutt.
ty Is a mark of greatness.

Almost fifty students from Murray High School and teachers
who
accompanied them returned last night from trips to New
York and
Washington.

IS MAN
THE ANIMAL
...WOMAN
THE TENDER
MATE?

• •

URRAY Driveteln

In 1996, Congress formally
declared war on Spain.
In 1901, New York became
the first state to require auto
owners to 'Mx license plates
on their ears — and 954 vehicles were registered.
In 1946, dekgatips of 46 nations gathered in San Francisco
to organize a permanent United
Nations.

by United Press Informational
Today is Friday. April 25, the
115th day of 1969 with 250 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
A thought for the day —
On this day in history:
In 1846, the first shots of the Ralph Waldo Emerson said:
"Every sweet has it sour, every
Mexican War were
evil its good."

lAISI MN NANIT NIA

•

What makes pre-emergent Lasso the superior
soybean herbicide? Lots of things .
Crop safety No damage to feeder roots of soybeans. Loss° doesn't'cut yields—it increases them.
Killing power Lasso gives excellent control
of
grasses and some broadleaf weeds_
No carryover. When <Lasso's work is finished,
it breaks down harmlessly in the soil.

•

No incorporation necessary with Lasso.
Minimum moisture needed to pot 1.11s80 to
work.
LAsso works well on a wuie range of sod Opts.
That's why Lasso's best. So . . .
get the best now at

ariAmunAlet•

memo Mill

LEAVE THE CHILDREN HOME

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

41
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Orioles Pitching Staff
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•

Loaded,Strong Anus

SPORTS
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Bench Psychology Waited
On Cards' Julian Javier

------ 1111111111111111111121111101.
--41--lossismoses‘
gy VITO STILLINO
the Orioles he,. arm specie/
gy 1011 CARNICILLI
UPI Sports Writer
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by pitchers Carroll SemUPI Sports Writer
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?"
4
4
stumbling world champions.
three pitchers boosting 34 hits. The Ors foursome of
Lee May drove in three runs Ryan's double scored Stone and
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out to stop her Is the only other out
Cincinnati 8 Ins Aag 7
boost San Diego over the As3. Sway's*, OR; 4. PION CC 1-2:17.7.
cats and Ray next season.
ZA flesh: 1. Kies. OR ; 2. Vogel, to only three hits in recording
lady to win but straight.
Ray said the game will be $t. Louis 3 Chicaao 2
Ken Harrelson mods his debut
OR; 3. Coodswe.CC; 4. Chempan
his
second
victory against one
, CC
San Fran 5 Atlanta 1
At stake is $15,000 in prize Min Cleveland,
T-f 4.4
**Lisette( two a final exam for the Wildcats.
tom Javier singled in the first, Colbert, knocked down by
Jack Billingh
Mile
money.
R•lay: 1.
GROVE reached third on Joe
hits in four trips and driving "This is a test of what they Pitts at New York, ppd., min (MeCutch
Torre's responded by am's fust pitch,
een, Lee, WIlikkes, Parker),
Teday's Praha* Pitchers 2.
Mickey Wright, who domirat- In a run with a grouadout. But have learned this spring,"
bleating the next
CC 1-3:21.
angle
and
her
moored
the
Cardinal
s'
An Times UT
one over 400 feet, the ftra hoed the ladies league lentil her the per/arum want for naught said. "Coupled with what
FIELD EVEKTS
first
run
on
they
Mike
Shannon
's
High Jens,: 1. Lee, OR; 2. Sews,
Chicago, Jenidna 2-1 at New
mer off Billingham in his 58semi-retirement in 1965, will be as the leases suffered their have done the rest of
CC; 3. Themes, OR; 4. Culliven, OR Last hit.
spring
game major league career. 01?
• in a strong field of 50 all trying
ices in 13 vanes this year. practice, it will go a long way York, Seaver 1-1, 8:0 p. a. 14T-111".
In
the
third,
Javier doubled, lie Brown
Montreal, Morton 0-1 at PittsBreed Ade,: 1. Thomas, OR ; 2. advanced to
had bornered for San
to put an end to Miss Whit. Bobby Mincer drove in four In determining starting positions
third on an infield Diego
burgh, Veal* 1-2, 8:06 p. a. Rine, lin t). Awns. CC;4. Feeden, CC.
in the second inning and
worth's streak. They were to runs with his sixth end seventh next fall."
out and soared on Tim McOWWS".
St. Louie Gamma 1-1 at Minn
tee off Way at the Raleigh Co- lament and Dick Simpson douPet: 1. Mills, OR; 2. Vogel, Carver's hit. Torre, who had Denis Menke tied the game
"We hope to give the people deli:kilts. Jackals 1-1, 7:35 p. a. SC;Shot
3. Catilw, OR, 4. Roney, CC.
untry club in the Raleigh Ladies bled in three more ior the In the state an idea of
-walked, scored the eventual with a fourth Inning home run.
.".
what
Cincinnati, Malmsey 1-0 at 1- Chet--41'44
Philadelphia devitalized cm
Invitational golf tournament.
Yanks. Luis Tina, 114 last interesting football is and
Dime.;
1.
cadowed.
2, Dwk,•• winning run on Vada Pinsoo's
OR
;
what t*, Sisk 0-1, 11 p. a.
CC; 3. Rofsay, CC; 4. Lee. CC. sacrifice fly.
Leslie Holbert, of Long Beach, year, is now 0-4 this yew. Ile our program is like," he
said.
Atlanta, Niekro 04 at L•s Det-416'
y
Calif., headed the team *deb was battered for six runs in "We want to give them
Elsewhere in the Notional
Peel Veuft: 1. MOVIMINI, CC, 2.
someAngeles,
Singer 34, 11 p. a. Ourkessee
four
innings. Frits Peterson pit- thing to look forward
won the pro-am tournament Thur,
CC.
Wrists
le eft-r
Lesem, San Francisco downed
to
next
Houston
Lsmasle
,
r
0-3
at
Inis
Manta, 5-1, Phidanelphia ripsday. Miss Holbert and her three ched a elx-hitter for the victory. fall."
GIRLS
Frisco, Bohn 1-1, 11 p. a.
amateur teammates had a best
se lash: 1. CAWS., 0.0 R;2. Ballard, ped Montreal, 7-1, San Diego
As for the enjoyment, Ray
Santriley's games
Reggie Jackson drove in three
CC, L DeoWp, CC; C Hod, CC belted Hointon, 4-1 and Cincin• ball score of 57. She was not
runs for the A's with a pair of said players often have arrived Chicago at New York
T-dill.A.
considered a threat in the tour- homers to beat
•relay: 1. CC (Medelex, Ballard. nati outiviugged Los Angeles,
for
Montreal
practice
Pinalear
at
early. "We have
gh
Minneosta. But
Dividep,
nament starting today, however. Jackson took an
Rogers), 2. GROVE (Elovitz,
early exit from great spirit and competition be- K. Louis at Phila., eight
Plower', 11,.. Ilefeditt. Dodd) T-1:01.
Jack Hiatt smashed a two-run
Miss Wright, Carol Mann and the game when reliever
VA dedsh: I. Comets, 02.42 R ; 2. Coats, homer and Dave
Dick tween the offense and defense" Atlanta at Las Aag., eight
Marshall sing- no Murray
Shirley Englehorn were given Woodson tossed two pitches he said. •
K. OR;3. Ildedeex, CC; 4. Ballard, CC
Cincinnati at Sasf Dina
IRO Tigers haw
led. in two more rum to littlsen teemthe best chance ot stopping Miss over his heed in his third time
bac the Bentoa
Rarigd-- end Phil Thompson Hnernan at SOIL Ilea.
Gaylord
Costs.
Perry
and
G.
the Giants chaos 7 to 5 yesterday after.
dm:2.
Whitworth One of the younger at last. Jackson charged the personified the attitude
Wadi's latent Siang Air Cestriateaer
RIM*.
1. .CC; 3. Costs, K. OR; n, over the
of the
Braves. Malt hit his n000.
Percher CC T-11.11
players given a chance to win mound and got into a brawl players by telling him recently
Anierican Lange
,
SD
run:
Oregkey,
CC;
t.
CC;
was Marls Lindstrom, a pretty with Woodson and was ejected. "Coach, this is the first time
East
Charles Clark hit a home run
& Anderson, OR; 4. Lowe, OR
mother of two.
for the Tigers.
W. L Pct. SI T-61113.
CC Did-2 '3 e".
Woodson wasn't even warned. 1 haven't counted the days unW
At
High Jump: I. McClanahan, SR 2.
dash: 1. Maddox, CC; 2.
Baltimore
13 5 .722
the end of spring practice."
Williford. CC; 3. Lee, CC; 4. Taylor, Starting pitcher for Murray
WIINdwd, CC; 3. Lockman, OR, 4.
High was Johnny Williams and
6 .571
OR 149-e'.
Ropers, CC T-ELL
Quarterbacking the Blues will Detroit
Broad Jump: 1. Landrum, OR; 2. he was relieved by Ronnie King
NO medley noisy. I. GROVE
8 6 .571 3
be sophomore Bernie Scruggs Boston
Casts, K., Elovitz, Taylor), Bennett, CC; 3. eillington, CC;S. Lee, and later, Allen
it 6 .571 $ (llearten,
Grogan.
and junior Stan Forston, while New York
CC Dist-14'9".
2. CC. 1-2:0
Washing
toa
10
7
.412
Discus: I. Hayes, CC; 2. Childs, The 'Nen play Reidland
FIELD
EVENTS
sophomores Hugh Bland, Garnet
Shot Put: 1. Atkinson,
1 12 .070 Th
2. OR, 3. Guy, CC; 4. Williams, CC here tonight at 7:30 at the
Scott and Steve Tingle will handle Cleveland
*,darns. CC: 3. Childs. OR; S. OR;
Hayes, 01st-72'9".
Murray High Field.
West
the Whites. Scruggs, red-shirted
W. L Pct. GB
last fall, and Forston have been Chicago
7 5 .583
battling for the top position this Kansas City
8 6 471
spring.
Minnesota
I .571
The Blue-White game will be Oakland
8 7 .533 %
the
climax
of
a
big
weekend at Seattle
Private Dining Room
5 I.305 2%
the university, which includes Calif.
4 8 .133 3
(Call For Reservations)
the Little Kentucky Derby for
Thursday's Results
A. M. to 10 P. M.
7 day a wee
the students and a golf tourney Oakland 6 Minnesota 4
• ..•
for Kentucky lettermen.
Baltimore 5 Detroit 2
About 200 golfers, mostly let- New York 11 Cleveland 3
termen, teed off today in the Wash at Boston, ppd., rids
K-Men's Charity Golf TournameOnly games scheduled
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
nt. The K-Men will have a dinner
Teiley's Probable Pitchers
TRADE MTH
tonight and thin attend the dedicAll Thee. 111'
ation ceremonies Saturday of the
Oakland, Nash 2-1 at Seattle
Bernie A. Shively $ports Center. Bell 1-0, 11 p. m.
California, May 1-1 at Kamm
The present center is being renamed to honor the late athletic City, Butler 1-1, 3:30 p. a.
Minnesota, Hall 1-1 at Chi753-5273
director who died December, 19Murray, Ky.
cago, John 2-0, 8:30 p. m.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
67.
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Baseball
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SEASON'S
BEST BUY

Murray High r IMAGINE!
00 BTU's
Beats Benton 5,0
only $ 129'
"

FEDDERS

burr=

Come in today...
be cool tonight!

••

Murray Home and
Auto Store

HAZEL CAFE

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

PlYinouth
115 it like1Is.

PARKER FORD INC. 1

TOO IT

pvissua

••

Family Aquarium
and

Pst Shop
Wishes To Show
Their Appreciation
WE NOW OFFER .

.

A Permanent 5% Reduction
Off Of All Merchandise PLUS
These Other Advantages . . .

•

1. 60-Day Guarantee as all aquarium es
pet
supplies.
2. 1-Week Guarantee en all Fish sad Pets.
3. Free Delivery and Set-Up of all aquariums.
4. Free Bearding of any Pet bought frees
us.
5. Customer Service - 24 Hours.

Additional 5% Off On AU
Merchandise
Saturday, April 26th

Bruins Set
Record But
Miss Goal

„„. D.

u.

four games to two with a battlescarred veteran and a relative
By DICK DEW
neophyte showing the way. It.
UPI Sports Writer
was Jean Bellvmu's goal at 11:21
BOSTON UPI - The Boston of the second overtime period
Bruins set an slil-time' regular Thursday night that finally finishseason scoring record but they ed off the brash brawling Brides.
But it was the goal-tending of
couldn't get the one goal they
'needed when it really counted. Rogatien "roggy" Vachon which
So Montreal and St. Louis will brought the Habs to that decisive
again play for hockey's holy gra. int and which, ultimately, stil, the shopworn but richly rewaid the Brains most in the
rding Stanley Cup.
playoffs.
The Cardinals, the National
Boston had dropped only two
Hockey League's most dominat- of eight regular season games to
ing team and current record- the Canadians and the recordmakers with 21 consecutive play- shattering Bruins to a man preoff appearances, scored a 2-1 dicted a similar domination in the
elimination victory over the Br- playoffs.
They based it on the presumpains Thursday night to carry
their cup defense right back into tion that they would be fir[x at
the best-of-seven finals,
the veteran Gump Worsley. And
The playoff showdown opens when a hand injury knocked him
Sunday and continues Tuesday out after three games, the BruiIn Montreal before shifting to ns gleefully trained their sights
St. Louis for games on Thurs- on Vachon, sights that had proday, May I and Sunday, May 4. duced an all-time mark of 303
Montreal rode into the noels !regular season goals.

You hear so many new-car claims, it's tough to tell who's
,kidding who. So here are some straight facts on Plymouth Fury
Ill versus Ford Galaxie 500 and Chevrolet Impala. Fury has a
longer wheelbase than Impala, an overall length greater than
Galaxie. Fury's trunk and brakes are bigger than both. The
Automotive News Roominess Index credits Plymouth Fury with

the biggest interior 'n its class. And more Fury exclus
yes are
spelled out in the chart above. That's how it is, except
for one
thing. Right now we're putting the big stuff on
special Furys.
Vinyl roof, iktomatic transmission, radio, power
brakes and ;
steering, 8.25 x 15 whitewalls, and deluxe wheel covera
ll at ;
reduced prices. So get it straight. Get it great See us now'

p.

COME TO . . .
Fiery Ill 4--Ooor Hardtop

FAMILY AQUARIUM & PET SHOP

COLLEGE CLEANERS

107 N. 4th - 753-8572 Hinie; 753-040 Office

Where Your Hobby Is Our Business
Our Slogan:
"YOUR HAPPINESS IS OUR HAPPINESS"

0
4
1111 CHRYSLER
MOTORS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

1411 Olive Blvd.
- FREE PICKUP. sited DELIVERY Truly Fine Cliental;
Phone 752-052

*

I

CORPORATION

Executive Shirt Service *

-

FOR AN UNBEATABLE DEAL SEE

X AA

tAYLOR MOTORS; IncLirray,

403 Poplar Street
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Lynn Grove Club
Meets its Home 0
Mrs. Lloyd Canter 4
The Lynn Grove Romenud-

—

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

•

MURRAY

KRNTLICKT

FRIDAY — APRIL

Phone 753-1917 or 753-41117

•

190M

%As Ike Vialke.

ers Club met for its monthly
meeting on Tuesday, April IS,
In the home of Mrs. Lloyd Canter.
Mrs. Charles Morrison apesed the moating with a divot.
Waal reeding and the reading
of a poem ontithid "April".
Km Alfred Murdock line
an informative report as her
recent trip to Lexington to at
d the Kentucky Maenads
Friday, April IS
era Aasimoa coola
A country music jamboree
vention. They toured Shaker
Town, Hamodeburg, and other wlil be held at seven p.m. at
laces of interest.
the New Concord School sponBy Abigail Van Buren
sored by the Parents and TeachTne president WM the dab ers Club.
DRIP-DRY TAFFETA IS IN. siderably from the world of the
DEAR ABBY: I am 66 years old and could retire any time, of the lavtlaties to attend
•••
The popularity of knits has child's parents. Children will _
bet I like to keep busy. I have one business which nets me "flowers Oa Parade" at t he
A gospel singing will be held
brought about a new approach have many problems learning
abent 111111,610 a year, I own two homes, some good rental County Libmry on April DL at the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church,
to intimate apparel. The cling- to live comfortably and peacegeeperty, mid a little real estate.
The wrokshop on 'Planning located north of Buchanan,
ing quality of knitwear requires fully in the grown-up's world
I god my w* two years ago, I am all alone, and would like Your Home" to be held at the Tem., on the Clayton Town
a sleek, smooth undercover of today. Rules will be broken
toast married again. My friends think I'm crazy—that I should Community Center was discuss' Road at seven p.m.
with minimum seaming. Taffeta and behavior that has to be
•••
ed.
Is popular for under-knitwear, dealt with as such. Children
meajer Ms [or a while. What's to enjoy all alone?
The lesson for the day on
The junior class, Calloway
since it is relatively free of that have a warm, friendly re•
There are several wanes who are after me, but they are
"Entertaining — Teas and Buf- County High School, will prestatic electricity and provides
les young. I want a lady about 50 who wants to get married fets" wee given by Mrs. Lloyd
sent its three act play, "Granda slick surface to balance the tationship with their parents
mid May married. I don't want a gold digger 1 want to be a Canter who chose the theme of ma's
Best Years", at the school
snug knit. A taffeta slip should will gradually adopt acceptable
hneband again.
CALIFORNIAN
"Spring Fruit" for the demos- at 7:30 p.m.
be washed in soap or detergent standards of behavior. Misbe•••
stration tea.
suds, then rinsed and hung to havior if best dealt with on thee
DEAR CALIFORNIAN: Mere are probably more women
Refreshments of individual
A
dessert
card
party
open
drip-dry. Crisp-finish fabrics basis of genuine affection for
to
hike state al Catifarsia who are "about 54" and want to be cakes, nuts, mints, and
fruit the public will be held at the
such as taffeta should not be the child and sincere interest
wives again than anywhere else in the world. My advice to punch were served from the Student
Union cafeteria from
squeezed or wrung during laun- in his welfare. A child is quick
yea is to keep your eyes apes and your mentb closed. And quit table overlaid with a green 7:30 to 11:30 p.m., sponsored by
dering, lest wrinkles be press- to sense his parent's feelings
Maio( about year assets or you'll dart another "Gold Raab" cloth ,and featuring a white net the Welcome Wagon Newconied in. — Mrs. Catherine C. and wants more than anything
to California that will make the original look like a Girl Scout tree decorated with miniature an Club. Bring own cards and
-else to keep their love. — Miss
Thompson.
fruits and flanked by white tickets are one dollar each. For
•••
Irma Hamilton.
pia*.
•••
candles in silver holders as a reservations call 753-6446.
YOUR SAFETY — Incorrect
•• •
centerpiece.
GLADIOLUS
LAST LON
CUT
methods
require un.
lifting
DEAR ABBY: When a kid goes wrong, what factor is more
The club will meet May 13 at
Saturdsy, April M
necessary effort and often cause GER — A combination of chemresponsible' His heredity or his environment?
the borne of Mrs. Bobby Kemp.
Patio-rummage sale at 1617
back injuries. The SAFE way icals has extended the life of•
•••
NEEDS TO KNOW
Belmoote Drive from eight am.
to lift is the Easy way to lift. cut gladiolus in test by the
to four p.m., sponsored by the
Briefly, the right way to lift is: Agricultural Research Service
DEAR NEEDS: It's a toss-ap. But one liking is certain. His
Progressive Homemakers Club.
1. Get a secure footing. 2. Bend of the U. S. D. A. Special tests
paresis will get blamed for bona
•••
the knees to grasp the object. were made for glads because
A bake sale of homemade
3. Keep the back straight and preparations now marketed are
DEAR ABBY: Girls hie to be alone sometime. I know I
cakes, cookies, and candies will
Meet
as nearly upright as possible. 4. not as effective with glads as
do. I lock myself in my bedroom and Keen to the radio.
Mrs. Robbie McCuiston was be held in front of Belk's startGet a firm hold. 5. Lift grad- with some other flowers. AlSesetimas if I have a boyfriend MIR he's mad at me, or I hostess for the meeting of the ing at 8:30 a.m., sponsored by,
ually by straightening Ilse legs, though some of the chemicals
South Pleasant Grove Home- Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
think I've lost him, I cry.
keeping the back straight. 6. used are not presently available
Similar
safe procedure should to homemakers, in the future,
pot my mother won't leave me elem. I can't be in my makers Club held on Monday, of the Rainbow for Girls.
MISS SUSAN POOLE
•••
be followed when putting down you may be able to keep the
room for more than five minutes Lodi she will make me come April 14, at one o'clock in the
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fogle of Murray announce the e a load. 7. If the weight is too beauty of fresh cut glads perThe Boots and Slippers
afternoon at her home.
The lesson on 'Knits In Your Square Dance Club will have a gagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Susan, to bulky' or heavy to lift com- haps twice as long by using the
What am I supposed to J'.) so she will leave me algae? I
Wardrobe" was given by Mrs. dance at the American Legion William B. Yandell. son of Mrs. Billie Sue Yandell of Mayfield fortably, secure help. — Mr. USDA method. — Mrs. Mildred
don't want to break up and .:ry in front of her.
and the late C. B. Yandell.
Milford Orr, president, who al- Building at eight p.m.
Potts.
Barletta Wrather.
•••
•••
•••
Miss Fogle is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High
CRY BABY
so presided at the meeting.
School. She l's -now attending the Murray School of Preleleal One hundred two Homenialr-- You can make good use S-1
A
Country
Musk
Paschen
lerk
Show11111sthe
gave
Will
DEAR CRY BABY: Tar signsture laid sne and‘thea
devotion reading from Solomon be held at the Kirkaey School Nursing.
ers from the Purchase Area waste space under the kitchen
year letter. Are you we raw mealtime makes you awe out it
Mr. Yandell is a 1968 graduate of Mayfield High School. He counties attended the KenOicky sink! Install Peg-board panels
2:11-12. She also read the at 7:30 p.m. Six bands will be
poor roma V you're in there ler mere than —five sdasitee? I thought for
the month, "The featured. It is sponsored by the is now enrolled al Paducah Community College.
Extension Homemakers Ms. oc- on the wall at each end, over
doubt it. Perhaps she thinks yew spend too mach dem breed- reward of spring house clean- PTA.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, May 30, at seven iation Annual Meeting at the 5 8" furring strips spaced not
•• •
log and feeling sorry fair yourself—whirl%
o'clock in the evening at the Hopewell Baptist Church in May- University of Kentucky, in Lex- more than 16" apart between
gad ing is more comfortable living,
mpredsceve. Yee, girls need some "pdvacy"--but be Mined. but the reward of spring life
The Alpha Department of the field.
1ngton, the last week of March. rows of perforations. Prime and
cleaning is a more beautiful Murray Woman's Club will meet
Haven't you been overdoing it?
Outstanding speakers for the paint the panels to match the
at the club house for its lunchlife."
event included Professor R. F. kitchen decor. For holding such
Eight members answered the eon at 12 noon. Hostesses are
Struck of Pikeville College and items as soap powder, cleanser,
DEAR ABBY I used to encourage my teen-age children to
roll call by naming the mod in- Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Miss LeDr. Harvey C. Hahn, minister potatoes, bar soap and other
read your column, but lately I've had to hide the paper. All
teresting person they know. la Cain, Mrs. J. D. Rayburn,
from Dayton, Ohio. The titles of bulky supplies, use metal bracyou've been printing it seems are letters from unwed mothers, The minutes
and treasurer's re- Mrs. Rue Overby, Miss Mary
their discussions were "Com- kets that fit the perforations
unfaithful husbands, and some crazy nut who tikes to sleep in
The Nature's Palette
port were given by Mrs Den Lassiter, and Miss Kathleen.
asusications"-and "Solutions or On them place painted wood
Club met on Wednesday, April
his wife's babydoll pajamas. Are you picking more sensational Billington.
Patterson.
the Problem". — Mrs. Maxine shelves. By adding a wooden
•
•
•
16,
at
one-thirty
o'clock
in the
letters just to make more lively reading, or is there more of
framework, you can enclose the
The landscape notes were
Griffin.
•••
sink if you happen to have one
this stuff going on now than before? ALBANY MOTHER
given by Mrs Autry McRey- The Murray State University afternoon at the Community
nolds. Mrs. Paschall directed Women's Society will have its Center with Mrs. Charles Stub- By United Press International
The quality of many spices which is supported by legs and •
DEAR MOTHER: I doubt that there is more of this "star' the recreational period.
spring luncheon at the Wo- blefield presiding over the busForget about matching thread and herbs deteriorates rapidly. is not built into a cabinet. —
going on than before, but am confession inspires another, and
Refreshments were served by man's Club house at 12.30 p.m. iness meeting. Mrs. Cletus Rob- color to every last stitch when Purchase them in small quanit- Juanita Amonett.
•••
people are less inclined to be ashamed of their problems when • McCuiston. Also present Mrs. S. M. Mattarazzo and Mrs. inson gave the treasurer's re- hemming dresses or
skirts or ies because many seasonings
they realise that sosoesse else km the same problem.
were Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mrs. Hugh Oakley are social chair- Port.
begin
to
lose their flavor when,
Mrs. 011ie Brown gave the when turning up the pant lees of over six months
Hat designer tialston , now
Clifton Jones, and Mrs- Luther man, and Mrs. Fred Gingles is
old. Store them
son's trousers. With a new
lesson
on
"Arrangements
For
chairman
Everybody km a problem. What's yours? For a
of
the
making
decorations
men's wear, asks: "Why
in
airtight
jars
Downs.
in
a
cool,
product,
all
clean,
you
need
a
steam
is
person'
Tables". Each one brought an
May write to Abby, Box agree, Los Angeles.
The May 12th meeting at one committee.
iron for "permanent stitchless dry place, preferably in the hasn't anyone designed a decent
Cal. Meek and
arrangement
•
•
•
they
had
designed
=Wiese a stamped. sell-addressed envelope.
dark. — Miss Patricia Everett. rainsuit for men, the kind of
p.m. will be held at the home
with Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer sewing." The new material is a
•• •
Sunday, April 27
thing you could wear all day
of Mrs. Autry McReynolds.
cobw
el/by
bonding
net
that
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a
, The Wranglers will have a discussing each one.
•••
long?"
MISBEHAVIOR
—
Life
Lovely Wedding."
holds
through washings, dry
Slides of flowers and variou
mod Si to Abby. Bel agree. Los Assegai,
horse show for members only
***
would be something of a utopia
6
Cal. MIL
at two p.m. Trophies will be interests were shown by Mrs. cleanings and even the brimstone if the mere setting up of standheat
of
a
dryer.
And
it
Knight.
R.
is
Q.
given and, spectators are welords. and a few simple prevenIs it correct for a man to wear
Mrs. Kenton Miller, hostess, invisible. Just place the material tive
Male.
measures could relieve par- a sleeveless sweater with
Murray High School.
a
served refreshments to the between the two layers to be- ents
•• •
and teachers of any discip- business suit at the
This is a special project of
office?
members present who were Mrs. fused and press on both sides for linary
Monday, April 28
problems.
Children
are
Calloway
The
County
Chapter
Authorities say it isn't quite
the department and Mrs. Lee
The Robertson School PTA 011ie Brown, Mrs. Its Douglass, about 10 seconds with a steam not and should not be smallcorrect, as a sleeveless sweater is
Tinsley was in charge of the of the Future Teachers of
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. iron. If you decide to change a scale
will
have
potluck
a
supper
at
models
of
perfect
adults considered sportswear. A
America held its regular exparty.
Henry Hargis, Mrs. S. L. Horn, mini skirt to a micro, the The
knitted
the school at 6:30 p.m.
world of today differs con- vest
: Ricky Childress was honored
Ric
was presented with a ecutive council meeting April
would be better.
Mrs. I. H. Key, Mrs. R. Q. bonding can be removed as it
• • •
I with a party on his tenth birth- special gift from the depart- 21, at 3:00 p.m. in Room 12S.
The New Concord Parents Knight, Mrs. Walter Miller, Mrs. was applied, using steam iron,
ment and a special birthday Those present were seven off day on Wednesday.
Cletus Robinson, Mrs. Charles the manufacturer says.
Te party was given by the cake which was served along ficers, four committee mem- Club will have a special meet- Stubblefield,
Mrs. A. 0. Woods,
(Stitch Witchery,
at
school
ing
the
at
7:30
pm.
Theta Department of the Mur- with punch to the children.
bers, and Mrs. Obera Miller,
Mrs. Burman Parker, and one Dritz-Scovill.).
to
discuss
the
school
tax issue.
ray Woman's Club for Ricky at
Ricky's mother, Mrs. Junior sponsor.
visitor, Little Miss Denise
•••
*5*
4 the special education class it Childress,
The council discussed various
presented favors to ideas
for candidata, to;
osters to
The Beta Sigma Phi will have Eversmeyer. • • •
A new lettuce crisper of frost
the children.
white is made of dishwashersafe
Mrs. Tinsley was assisted in be used in Kathy Jo Stubble- a Founders Day banquet at the
plastic. In the bottom there's a
earring by the teacher, Mrs. field's campaign for State rrA Holiday Inn. Paris and Union
rust-proof injector or spike that
Thelma Warlord, and the du President. The slogan, "Con. City chapters will participate.
•••
holds lettuce upright, not
finite to grow with Kathy Jo!",
dent teacher.
• ••
touching container sides. An
wilseoweroch":7olasoottlegyingl000giagn for
or :
'
in nt
tie ofCrea
thetivM
e urra
Arts
y WDe
ompaanrt
's.
airtight lid assures an ideal
Club will meet at the club
moisture balance to keep
The Jewelry to wear with growth in the State FTA.
MUNICH, Germany (UPI) — contents green for days.
Mrs. Miller reminded t he house at 9:30 ate. Hostesses
jumpers, big on the spring
club members to check the mar- will be Mesdames L. D. Miller, A hook for the handba
(Republic Molding Corp.,
fashion scene low'slung pendant
it chart to see if they were eli- Albert Koertner. Conrad Jones, somewhere within reach of th 6330 W. Touhy Ave., Chicago,
accompanied by a sleek chain
driver's seat was the wish o 111.).
gible to attend the State PTA
rope. This emphasizes the long
C
Adams. and Joe Bak- most women questioned by the
***
Convention at Lafayette Highleburne
school
in Lexington. may 23. er Littleton.
line of the jumper. If you want
German automobile club.
One
maker's
new line of
to add something that jingles. There
will be a special night
lipsticks for spring comes with
The Ruth Sunday School
how about a vrristful of bright
Almost as many complained color-coordinated rings
A NON DAIRY PRODUCT
meeting May 1 for the PlirPe4e Class of the Foo Baptist
attached.
bangles?
of the use of dark grease or All the rings
of installing the 19110-70
offic
are ornamented
•*•
Church
will
meet at the home graphite to lubricate
ers.
door hinges with seven dangling colored
,
The meeting was adjourned of Mrs. G. T Brandon at 7:30 because they leave smears on beads
and have adjustable bands.
pm
by Rita Parris, president.
dresses and coats.
•
•
•
The manefacturer suggests you
•••
SERVICES
Today bracelets have more
use the rings on fingers or. come
The final meeting of the Asnumber
A
of ladies suggested summer. toes.
Faemer Ave. at N 17th St
fashion significance than ever
sociation of Childhood EducatUSI list WOKING
Murray, Kentucky
and complete the total look in FANCY
ion will be a dinner at the Hod. car makers provide some way of
(Avon Products Inc.).
AND
Blue
cheese
apple
dividing
paradise
the
trunk
is
into
*5*
elegant
accessorizing.
day Inn at six p.m. Make reserfoailiff at 11:00 am. and
There are
IA
a
fancy
'14
version
of
compartment
an
s
old
to
prevent
opulent bracelets for gala
vation, by Thursday with Mrs.
Wodessodny i CIO pm.
A gold-plated figure of a baby
favorite, apply betty. Pare and Dulcie Douglas
other
shopping
and
bags
small
occasions,
soft
or
chains
on
a
for
walnut
Mrs.
Crystal
base is suggested as
— ALL WELCOME —
items from rolling around.
feminine fashions, exquisite slice 7 large cooking apples: Parks.
a permanent birth record of
The Bible Speaks to YOB motifs for
Spread
evenly
slices
•
in
•
•
buttered
elegance, bold links
additions to the family tree. A
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
for dash -- from classic to 7-inch square baking dish.
Women's comments on gold-plate on the base has space
Timiedey, AprIl 21 ,
Drizzle
with
2
tabletpoons
am.
of
loaday at 11:111
Tim Callowey County Retired modern cars were published in for baby's name,
ultra dramatic.
date of birth,
lemon juice Mix together in a Teachers Association
will have the club's monthly magazine. time, length and weight.,
•.•
bowl 1 cup of flour, 1.2 cup a call Int.eting at the
"Motonvelt."
home of
A PASTFURIll0 HOMOCE111/1B.
each of granulated and brown Mrs. B. H Crawford.
North 8th
sugar, the latter firmly packed. Street, at two p m.
139QOUCT roe
•••
With a pastry blender or two
COFFEE,
CFR!Al AND FRIT
knives, cut in 14 cup each of
Wednesday, April 30
Artenaved
uo
C094TAINS
NO
MILK OR MRS FAT
butter and blue cheese (about 1
The annual kick off coffee
•MK...11.
).1ihrS *5 ie
flaw S•IPOP 1•30 ,
10k *1 Gil •
011g.
1 4 ounces, crumbled r until for theCalloway County CounN
(SW s.'!1•11106.•••
••).•%eNliwi •
55
4 mixture is about the size of
falf*,• •me asfloorP‘
try
SPECIALIZI
Club
NG
lady
•I••••
IN
...
•ke •
golfers will be
peas.
•*a
,C1O,Nrt (•••••_44•••••
•*0 airl. • 116
held
CO•00
at
Spread these pastry crumbs over
'Mt& (die•rompt
nine am ria the club.
• CATFISH
apples and bake about 30 Instate and ladies day dues
minutes, or until apples are will be accepted
a
• • •
tender, in a preheated
• COUNTRY HAM
16 Ft 91 11 PINT)
375-degree oven. Serer warm
with cream and additional blue
One half cop serving or
• STEAKS
Packed in Ryan new
cottage cheese supplies as much
Ng W. Maim Street
cheese, if desired. Makes
Pb... 7511-2611
toll Lined long
life carton. First of its
Jct. 68 & 80
fiigh quality protein as one
s.
enior
Aurora, Ky.
kind in the U.S.
serving of meat.

Fogle-Yandell Engagement

??roP2illa

Gold Rush Talk
Won't Buy a Wife

McCuiston Home Is
Scene Of Pleasant
Grove Club

• •

541ItgirA

Nature's Palette
Garden Club Has
Regular Meeting

'

Ricky Childress
Honored At Party
: Held Wednesday

NEW

Calloway Future
Teachers Board
Holds Meeting

YOURSELF To A

I

Cars Need A
Hook for Purses

_AO*.

[

Murray Loan Co.

TREAT
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - CAREE -FRUIT

COFFEE
PAL

COHAN SCIENCE

Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN SIREET

•

• •
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•
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•

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
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ship with their parents
radually adopt acceptable
ards of behavior. Misber is best dealt with on the
of genuine affection for
hild and sincere interest
welfare. A child is quick
nse his parent's feelings
vents more than anything
o keep their love. — Min
Hamilton.
•• •
r GLADIOLUS LAST LON
— A combination of chewhas extended the life of
:ladiolus in test by the
animal Research Service
; U. S. D. A. Special tests
made for glads because
rations now marketed are
s effective with glade as
some other flowers. Alsome of the chemicals
ire not presently available
nemakers, in the future,
lay be able to keep the•
, of fresh cut glads perwice as long by using the
method. — Mrs. Mildred

•

SMOKESCREEN COVER IN VIETNAM—U.S. Army helicopter
lays down a smokescreen over dense jungle during action 30
•

•

Beautiful' printed on them.
"After that, the campaign just
'sort of took off without any further stimulation from us, and

Campaign Is
• Under Way To is am
Improve Pig
By DICK WEST

men".
the what
"If weswee)ing
had known
we
were doing, we probably would
have ruined it."
I said, "How do you account
for the campaign's success?"
"I think it just happened to
appeal to the public's innate sense of fair play," the council spokesman said.
"Most people want to see justice cbae, and when they realized
that pigs were the victims of a
smear campaign it aroused their
finer instincts.

WASHINGTON UPI - There is,
as you may know, a nationwide
• campaign under way to improve
the image of pigs.
I was talking this week with
one of the men behind the campaign and he said It all began;
Can Count on People
'when the Keep AlnericfA Beautiliii program adapted as one of "If you put the facts before
Its sloglINVIDon't be a Pig in the people, you can usually count
the Park."
n them doing the right thing.
"Many bog raisers felt the Take the matter of food prices,
slogan was terribly unfair to for example.
• pigs, which actually are cleaner, "Housewives
all over the on
more intelligent and better mannare complaining mat moo
ered than most household pets. rices are too high. Most of
So they complained to the Nation- these complaints are unjustified.
al Pork Producers Council about "Actually, food is the cheapest
It.
thing you can eat. U housewives

S e.
can make -good use el
space under the kitchen
Install Peg-board panels
, wall at each end, over
urring strips spaced not
than 16" apart between
f perforations. Prime and
the panels to match the
decor. For holding such
as soap powder, cleanser,
?a, bar soap and other
supplies, use metal brachat fit the perforations
em place painted wood
Had No Experleace
; By adding a wooden
fork, you can enclose the
"Those of its associated with
you happen to have one
the council felt that something
is supported by legs and • • should be done, but we had never
built into a cabinet. —
had any experience with image
Amonett.
bung.
•• •
"All we knew was that when
promoters are trying to get a
designer Halston , now
point across, they usually have
; men's wear, asks: "Why
buttons printed. So we ordered
anyone designed a decent
some buttons with 'Hogs are
: for men, the kind of
you could wear all day

understood that, I'm sure they
would say nothing more about
It.,,
I said, "What Is the next step
in the campaign to improve the
pig's image?"
"There is a grass roots movement under way to persuade the
Post Office Department to issue
a pig stamp," the council spokesman said. "After that, who knows
what might happen?
"I hope to live to see the day

- - • -0
ACCEPTING ORDERS NOW FOR COMPLETE

correct for a man to weer
?veless sweeter with a
?ss wit at the office?
sties say it isn't quite
, ass sleeveless sweater is
*red sportswear. A knitted
end be better.

TO A
[FOR
-FRUIT

TIMES

—
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Lambuth Band
Will Have
Spring Tour

ably from the world of the
s parents. Children will
many problems learning
ee comfortably and peacein the grown-UPS world
day. Rules will be broken
behavior that has to be
with as such. Children
have a warm, friendly re-

** *

&

e

TUXEDO AND ACESSORY RENTAL FOR YOUR
ELEGANT PROM AFFAIR. TRADITIONAL OR
THE NEW COLOR COMBINATIONS

• •

JACKSON, Tem — The manual
Spring Tour of the Lambuth College Concert Band under the direction of Richard I, Brown,assistant professor of Music, is planned for April 25-30. Performances will be held in West Tennessee and Arkansas
The band vrill appear at Beech
Bluff High School and Bolivar
Cameral High School on Monday,
April 28.
On Tuesday, April 29, the group will cross the Mississippi
River for appearances at Pigott
High School, Pigott, Ark., and
Harrison High School, Harrison,
Ark. The concert at Harrison will
be a homecoming for Brown,since he is a graduate of Harrison
High and also, former band dirSUEZ POWDER KEG- Barbed wire stretches across the sand (foreground, on the Israeli
ector there.
side and skeletons of bombed-out buildings line the shore on the Egyptian side of the Suez
The 42-member musical orCanal near Kantara as tension continues in Middle East.
ganization, representing ten states, will present a program which.
miles north of Saigon as helicopter gunship (foreground)
will include contemporary music
supported largely by the "indeflies cover. The "birds" support troops in ground action.
for concert band by such exciting
terminate prospect that a ceasenew composers as Vaclav Nelhyfire will soon be negotiated." If
bet.
peace hopes falter,the firm says,
when pigs will be universally
Don L. Huneycutt, assistant
there are economic considerarecognized as the noble creatprofessor of Music at Lambuth
tions that are sufficiently "weiures that they are.
and an accomplished concert piaghty" to take all the present
"On that bright day, some
nist, will travel with the group.
buoyancy out of the stock market,
hippie demonstrator will shout
Huneycutt will perform "ReparNEW YORK UPI. It is "mis'pig' at the cops, and the cops
tee" by David Bennett,a compos- leading " to assume that the
will take it as a compliment."
ition for solo piano with band heavy cash positions of many
accompaniment.
funds will soon force them into Unreasonable optimism generLambuth senior Li Darby will vigorous buying action, lifting ated by "expert commentary"
be featured with the touring group stock prices and buttressing the on the market's rally and why
By Dorothy M Byrn
in a novelty vocal number. The market against tight money, Sets- it will continue is partly rePRESENTED BADGE
program will also include "Flu- (Unman Timing Forecasts says. sponsible for the present rise
The value of our local library tation" by Clare Grundinan which The cash-in
rate by fund invest- in stock prices, Sheinman Timto this community is intangible. features the flute section and
WASHINGTON UPI - The Frie- However, these facts illustrate "Motet in Italian Style" a Six- ors also has been rapidly rising, ing Forecasts says. However,
ndship Veteran Fire Engine Co., the extensive use of the Murray- teenth century tune by Johann requiring greater liquidity by the firm notes, this very faith
In the inevitability of a high
Alexandria, Va., organized by Calloway County Library by its Hermann Schein, transcribed for the funds, the firm notes.
addition, many funds hold relati- rate of inflation and a corresGeorge Washington, presented patrons.
band by Frank Erickson.
vely large positions in thinly pondingly buoyant market is forPresident Nixon a gold plated
Circulation from the library
Before returning to Jackson on capitalized issues or even in cing government to be far toughfireman's badge Tuesday. Pres- alone for March 1969 was 10,113. Wednesday, April 30, the ban
er in restricting the economy
ident Marshall J. Beverly told This number almost triples the will enjoy,k,side trip to "Dog lettered stock which cannot
Nixon:"We consider you as gre- circulation for March four years patch U. S. A.," located near Hy be liquidated. In fact, th than originally planned.
firm says, it is even probable
at a president as George Wash- ago. Adults check-out a ratio Harrison, Ark.
The January Service says, it
that "a few funds are on *•
ington and you will go down in near two to one over children
This new entertainment par gerously thin ice at the presen is fear of being caught holding
history."
at the library. Children use the was built with the cooperation o time because of their irabili depreciating dollars that has
Bookmobile most at its 87 stops. Al Capp, "Lil Abner" cartoonist, to get liquid."
been mainly responsible for
Andres' brand of etreWe are among the highest in and features scenes and charac
"such Showings of strength as
zine herbicide. Its the
state circulation on a per capita ters from the comic strip.
Wall Street hws put on since
same stuff. For seasonbasis. Non-fiction is read more
inflationary psychology become
Members of the band sections
long control of most anGOALS NOT REACHED
The
by
than fiction
our people.
are: Flute, Piccolo — David All
nual broadleaf and
Many stocks currently are se grassy weeds.AAtrex.
WASHINGTON UPI • J. George total circulation for March 1969 en, Margie Bomar, Jean Daves, lling at deeply oversold levels
We have what you need.
Harm, president of the Rock-1 was approximately 21,000 includ- Gay Garrett, Peggy Scheeper, of indicated strong support, Hay- techniesi
periodicals,
records,
painting
Linda
Tingle,
Keith Weitemayer. den, Stone Inc. observes, and thelcontinuatioc
efeller Foundation, told the Houh''''
cr
uZlet.
ftihimay
ings,
and
tapes
books.
es
well as
Clarinet — Carla Cromwell,Ch downside pressure during recent.d,,,, ,. the nest few „;;;;;se luta-American affairs subIt
g
Cultural programs at the lib- rry Darby, Glenn Fesmire,Ras periodt of price weaknest has is-7
committee Tuesday the "ultima1 01y the intestmods•he ad.
rary
are
of
interest
to
all
age
Harris,
FAR.MINGTOR•
Anabel
Ledbetter,
te goals of the Alliance for Pronot been particularly aggressive. mix
, which hewnsix weeks
SWEET FEED MILL
gress in Latin America have not groups. The staff conducts two John McDougal, Lynn Moore, Ma- A significantly bullish news devis intact and hes at least
reached" and will not be "by weekly Story Hours for young rcia Parenteau, Bruce Scott. eiopment or conclusive evidence mother sour to mot weeks
Farmington, Ky.
any early foreseeable date." Ha- children, hosts the Great Books Oboe — LaNita Barnett, Ann Tho- that a market base has been esta- before the market becomes sea.
Phone 345-2225
rrar, leadoff witness at two wee- Discussion Group monthly, and mas. Bass Clarinet — Clifford bashed probably will be necen- enally vulnerable, the firm
entertains
regularly
classes,
the
Morrison,
Jerry
Winters.
Alto
ks of hearings, said the alliance
sary before the current trading adds,
has not been a total failure, but kindergartens, scouts, and sen- Saxaphone — Glenh Latta, Molton rallies develop into something
It is time to make a "thorough ior citizens as visitors. Head- Tucker. Tenor Saxaphone — Br- broader and more durable.
enda Bachelor, Richard Donnell,
examination" of its accomplish- start groups go often.
The range of materials avail- Baritone Saxophone — Lynn West.
m eats.
able in the library is extensive. Cornet, Trumpet — Lee Lyon,
There are 35,000 volumes in the Larry Owens, Jimmy Watlington, Bache & Co. believes that Vietlibrary including large print boo- Ralph Weimer, Bob Zak. French nam developments currently "pks for adults. There are 102 cu- Horn — Marsha Mullens, Barbara rovide the catalyst for institutrrent issues of magazines avail- Spry. Baritone — Bruce Gowan. ional interest." Rumors of possable with back issues in the stac- Trombone — Tommy Allen, Job ible progress precipitated hedgks for public use. More thanl 500 Cook, Bill Wagster. Tuba — Jim ing by funds against e chance
.tapes and recordings of music or.McRae, Mike Noble. Percussion of a sudden breakthrough, but
readings and 59 paintings maybe — Li Darby, Pat Garrison, Sal- when Vietnam progress possichecked out the same as books ron Hagg, Bonnie Kirk, David bilities "fade from the news,"
and periodicals. Modern copying Pyron, Carole Walton.
the firm says, there appears to
machines and a nitcrofilm readbe a concurrent "dry-up of ener are available.
about 200 new books and local thusiasm in the market."
APProximitely $3,150 is spent funds buying about 150 new books.
on new materials for the library The average cost per book is
each mcnth with the state buying $9.00.
Buyers seem gradually to be
getting more courageous, Shearson, Hammill & Co. says. There
Is a strong feeling that the Federal Reserve has "done its worst" and "has no more shbes
left to drop," the firm adds,
but whether the tight money situation will now be relaxed or
whether the economy will continue to be held in check is not
yet clear.

Wall Street
Chatter

Adults Use
The Local
library Most

We
have
it

Mothers!

BIG 8 x 10.
LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

NEW YORK UPI - Any peace
progress could touch off a dramatic market rally, says Walston & Co., judging from the
market's current tendency to climb in response even to the faintest of "peace hopes." Because
an enormous amount of cash Is
Sitting on the sidelines, some
traders and investors are moving
Into the market already in anticipation of "good news from Viet
conversations" and a sharp upward reaction in the market.

•

The impression you make will be dashing in
any of 'Our new sophisticated formal fast..
ions. Distinctively designed to give you a
look that is for from ordinary, yet gentlemanly in taste Shown are but two from our
elegant collodion.
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MURRAY, XY

Up to photographed at
GROUPS: $1.00
extra per person.

Though it is not ultusual for a
rally to recover from one-third
to one-halerhe ground lost during the course ofa primary downswing, there is still technical
evidence the current market may
yet yield lower prices,according
to Spear and Staff Inc. More than
half of the stocks are under their
prices of nine months ago, the
firm points out, and "the hard
realities of tight money, ignored
now, will have to Defaced in the
second half of 1969,"

•

Lined long
in the 1.1.S.

99°
Plus 50( handling charge

CAPITOL IDEAS- A couple of Austin, Tex., state Capitol ernployes, Dennis Craggs and`Susan Portia, measure off the
amount of additional skirt required to conform to the edict
by land commissioner Jerry Sadler: skirts must extend to
the knee and men's sideburns may not be lower; than the
center of the earlobe.

person
LIMIT: I Per
2 per family

PH(YFOGRAPHERS HOURS: Weekdays 12 to $
Sunday 1 I* II

Wednesday, April 23rd, thru
Sunday, April 27th

BIG K

Standard & Poor's tees th
prised rise as a trading rail

Bel Ai:
Shopping
Center
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RAGE MY
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KUIESAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES
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SOOPTS Ogior• •APTINT CRUSE,'
Is.. Liana Peelek. pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10*00 and.
Worship Servile
6:10 pm.
TmlnIng Union
1:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
1:30 p m.
Wednesday Service
lady Barlow?. SA. Suet. Paid Wayrre
flareleven, restates Galas IIMPeet0T.

..1.1•11...

IT. LEO CATHOLIC CRURCH
401 N. llth Strait
Row. Maeda Mattlagly. Mists
,
Sunday Masson: 1 a.rit..11 .am and
4:30 p.m.
Hoiyday and First Friday:
6." t.m and 4:00 p.m.

U1DE YOU ro Nis CHURCH

NOSTESIDE maven? ritIIIIICE
Randolph All... Pester
Jerry Graham. Sunday School Lent.
10:00 am
Inn a, Schoid
Su .day Behest
11:00 am.
Worship Servios
0
"
:
:66
1
11
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
moss azalea Barrier causal Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Wed.
ILIgioway 444, New Onmaord. Ky.
Sunday Eventnie Singing • • 6:10 P.m.
Say. Aansei Dose, rawer
POPLAS SPRINGS 'BAPTIST
Sunday Subset
OSIVECN
Routs $ - Pettertown
Morning Worship
lk.
I
ll:
a. im
:: 116
Preadi
LLOW1
RESLANI9
C
TIIIRIpsionvAN
PRI1kInT
ammws
asiteL

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...

NOMITS
. ag
:
mais
cii"umicji °soy'
OtAUSILALAsm PlutastitTRA-

MITERAY COMICS' OF
TIM NAZARENE
Ileuth Ulth and Plahiview
youngaw:.09,..
Amass
J. Reeder. IlIbelt•se
palaws
rl aramak,honed
ip:pp &... Iftsida, School
16:00 am
c
lillurning Worship .... :
11
7:
: :.
so
Menall
e
milaw-eassoftwire
1
:
irera
pn
:11 11-121
cas /kn. linlingslistic Serviceserviso
.-n1:0.
p.m.
&
Domaine Wordily
riarrix ini47:011 p.m
L ,
JIMMY AN'S WITNESS/it
R '
nNITED =TROD'S? CSURCR
lin North Fourth Street
Lee. A. X. Ilbesme. Pamer
•
Preaching:
I
ppapowor
essag
.
study
.... 16:10 si..m- Figet and Titled Sundays at 11 a.m.
lL illaa"...
Lewin, Benday
0:31 n..PPIEgbang:
ligil and 4thSundays at 9:30 ant.
7:24 p.m
Study Tuesday
ken scbmi livid" . 7:se p.m, alsiday School at alternate times
auk Sunday.
illeewleis Meeting Friday . 11:26 am.
RICIIIIISILS ClIAPEL
NRYINTI• DAY ADVENTIST
CIITED
N
METHODIST CHCICE
Rev.
rat
A. M. Timosos. Pasts,
..
I
RCE
Preaching:
15th & Sycamore
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Travis smehati, omen,
Preaching:
O
Saitha t h School
"
0
P-111bed and 4th Sundaes at 11 a.m. %Yon:11:p Ser,ice
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We live in a wonderful world full of
purpose and values. All this requires
a Purposer, a Creator. The more
discover
the universe, the more we
we
are sure there is a creative
artist at work. Visit the mountains, stand
by the sea, witness the storm, and
we become aware of a power greater
than man. It is God and He is
not dead as the man said. The
sun rises in a pattern and the stars
obey a scheme. We bow to the
law of gravity and enjoy a world
controlled by dependable systems.
We believe in natural law.
God's law., Without a great creative
power we could not have had
Moses, Mohammed, Buddha
and Jesus Christ. When
we put Creative Power.
Wisdom and Righteouslogether,. belief i
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Kentmekig fried Awn.

Owens Food Market
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THE BEST IN CHOICE STEAKS
"We Specialise In Hot Ph Barbecue"
1409 Math Street
Phone 753-4662

A Friend

Murray Livestock Company
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Robert Young
E. Dodson

Wm.

IT S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD'•

1113 Sycamore

753-7101

Dairy Cheer

641 Super Shell

Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken
- Pk liarbeque
Shake,. Spills - Seadaas
IN.& Chestnut SC 17 Phone
763-80112

Murray Mobile Homes

Phone 753-5334

Prestcn Harris & David Carter. owners
-Qualfty fleet,at ReAosnahle Prices"'

Herman K o El I is
J.W. Young

11111crest

Phone 753-3640

Safeway

Hazel Lumber Company
e Treat You a The TIM,0 "

Ward & Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-1713

Hazel, Kentucky

Leech's Music
'Tem Ceespiele Meek Caster'

Phone 442-1121

Didelseisi Cadet Chestnut It.

Carroll Tire Service

"For All Tear Fertiliser Needs"
Murray. Ky
Phone 753-1933

Your Cal-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue - i Blk. E of 13 12th- Phone 753-1499

wil

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
allealr-AN
MOVOINI

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-644S

Cain &

Taylor Gulf Servic•

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Raiiiimg Sesame • Ready Kix Camerae

Used Carp - Missor Repairs
Day 753-5042
Night 763-3644

UM INN *tryst

Phone 753-31140

Holiday Restaurant

Corvette Lanes, ktic.

Aurora, Ky.
Phone 474-2223
.
Open All Year - 6 am. to 10 p.m.
featuring -, . .
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Bar-B-Q Rib.

Bowling At Its Best - Fine Food
Phone 753-22a2

Palace Drive-In

..

Pros Mime sad Delivery
dire WM Green Stamps
RN Palate
Phone 7511-901

The Cleaner That's latorested la Tim

Repair

Hendon's Service Station

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

complete Auto and Truck Service
209 So 7th

Cliffor'
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Boons's Incorporated

elk
Sholar
'
s-Auto

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Phone 753-7992

Phone 753-1751

Closed On Sunday
PbUilps OS Predseis
IN. 4111 Weft
Phone 753-1121

F hone 753-5012

Claude Vaughn

Paschall Truck Lines

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residentk1.1
Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 No 4th
Phone 753-6168

Daily Service to Memphis and St
Laois
Phone 753-1717

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass'n

Phone 7113-7575

...

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Five Point&

a

crimson

Sr

1415 Main Street

Ogsa II ii-IM - 12:01 p.m
Free Fiske, sad Dekwery
OS. Lath et.
Ph. 713-4/1311
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REEC E'

Serving Farm Families Since 1934
1 ri durtria I Road
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•

CHICKEN - BEEF- SHRIMP - FISH- HAM
Open 7 Days - 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
_

Chestnut Street 'next to Capri/

753-4334

.2
•

Flowers for All Occasions
Member E.T.D.
502 N 4th St
753-3251

',

Susie
'
s- Cafe

Division of Freed Cothain Co., Int.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut : Phone 763-4633

Massey -Ferguson - Sales & Service
Industrial Road
Phone 763-1319

Shirley Florist
I

Indoor Comfort Center

Ilatisaal INN' Building

Melugin Outboard Marine

1

1

Lrthurst Resort
Col. MIMI Mrs. Tbeusse E. Draws - Owners

Johnson Outboard Motors - Santa
& Tinning
'
201 So 7th
Phone 753-3734

Trenholm's Drive-In
Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $200 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2991

Plane 011-2341 or 436-57/11

'

Holcomb Chevrolet, Inc.

Kentucky Lake

"Where Sales and Service
Go Together"
South 12th Street
Phone 753-21117
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A series of three milking and
two breeding schools will be
conducted in the Purchase Area,
April 28 and 29 by Dr. John
Nicolai, Extension Dairy Specialist from the University of
Kentucky. The purpose of these
meetings is to train the dairyman, the ones actually doing the
milking, as well as the owners,
In what it takes to get milk out
of cows rapidly and thoroughly,
by taking advantage of Nature's
way of doing things. It is important that we employ the latest
techniques in our everyday milking routine as poor milking procedures and mastitis cost Kentucky dairymen about $25.00 per
cow per year. In our modern
mechanized world today, the farmers are certain that their combine or mowing machine is in
the very best working condition
before harvesting a crop. However, many diarymeu will harvest milk twice daily with worn
out inflations, too low vacuum,
etc. and wonder why their milk
production is low.
The milking school will feature
in a two hour period the latest
Information and milkik management and mastitis preventionand
control. Dr. Nicolai has conducted several such schools in Kentucky as well as North Carolina
and the dairymen are certainly
very complimentary of his efforts.
The schedule is as follows:
Monday, April 28, 1:30 p.m. CDST, Sam Howard farm located
approximately 4 miles south of
Sedalia about 172 mile off Highway
381 in Graves County.
Tuesday, April 29,10:00 CDST,
Harold Wilson farm located on
Highway 80, about lit mile east
of hkilway ,307in Carlisle Cou-
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ACTOR AND ACTRESS WED In an outdoor ceremony
cooducted by a "Hindu" priest of the
Scientific Ftealisation
Fellowship in Pacific Palisades, Calif., actor
Greg Mulletvey and actress Meredith MacRae are
married. The couple
were to honeymoon in Hawaii.
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During a funeral in Arlington National Cemetery soldiers
prepare to remove a flog-draped casket from th• caisson.
By KENNETH F. BROOKS, Jr.
Written Ilapecially for Central Press and Thia Newspaper
THE RIGHT to a military funeral, in a national cemetery, with
full military honors—the firing party, bugler, and body bearers-his not reserved exclusively to active members of the armed
forces. Any veteran discharged under honorable conditions is
eligible for a free burial plot in a national cemetery, and, with
certain limitations, he may receive a military funeral with honors
depending upon his rank.
The firing party, bugler, and body bearers are honors rated by
all deceased active duty military personnel and veterans. Above
and including the rank of warrant officer, additional honors art
due the deceased if requested. These include a band, military
escort, and the use of a caisson from the entrance of the cemetery to the gravesite.
In addition to the free burial site, there is one other honor furWalled by the government free of charge and that is a United
States flag to drape the casket. If the deceased was on active
duty at the time of death, the flag is furnished by the militai,
service of which he was a member, but if he was a veteran : sence of ceremonial troops, this
tneeting certain requirements, complicated, intricate maneuver
the flag is furnished by the Is seldom attempted. Instead.
Veterans Administration. To the flag is neatly folded withqualify, the veteran. must have out ceremony and presented.
had nr
.time seralZe or_ltryiee
stagtly,
er-3'iiitr1g71950. or served ment of Medicine and Surgery
one peacetime enlistment.
of the Veterans Administration
• • •
issued 216,282 United States
THE practice of placing a flags for veterans' funerals.
flag on the casket of military Public Law 85-857, passed in
dead goes far back Into the his- 19M, authorized the VA to .sct
tory of European armies and I in this capacity. The cost of
for centuries the bodies of each flag is just under $7. In
fallen soldiers were covered 1969, $1.6 million was budgeted
with a flag where they lay on for this program. In 1966 the
the battlefield. Later, the bodies amount was $1.1 million.
were wrapped in the flag for
• • •
burial. When caskets came into
UNLIKE many things issued,
use, the flag was draped on the granted, Or sold by the governre,sket.
.
meat, Um flag is supplieg wits
If honors are rendered by the
minimum of . red tape and
military, and there are uni forms. It is issued directly b.
formed body bearers, at the end the VA through its contact ofof the grave-side ceremony the fices and hospitals, or, if neither
flag is carefully folded accord- of these locations is convenient,
ing to a rigidly prescribed pat- any first class post office in
tern and is presented to the the United States will, upon apwidow, mother, sister or appro- plication, immediately supply a
priat.e next-of-kin. In the ab- flag. The postmaster then redui.

Hospital Report
ADULTS 108
NURSERY
APRIL 21, 1969

Nunn asked for a 5 percent sales tax. The
ADMISSIONS

r Slsell

General

3:10 pm.
/ Dflit•stry
Pb. 753-9/.31

Assembly, in sufficient strength, said, "Amen

Governor," and the measure became a law.
Following are some of the measures I will work for

Miss Lorene Falwell, Rte, 6,
Murray, Mrs. Oleta Burkeen,
Rte. 5, Murray, Ricky Young,
Rte, 1, Alm; Mrs. JeanetteSirls

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

ith, Dexter; bliss Diane Beale,
Almo;
Ricky Young, Rte. 1,
Almo; Master Robert Allen Mathis, Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Carolyn
Tisner & Baby Boy, Rte. 2,
Balton; Mrs. Vella Lax, 525
Murry Crt. Murray; George Long, Hardin; Mrs. Ola Williams,
Rte.

if elected:
I. Collect the sales tax only once on automobiles and trucks.
It Ls unjust and unfair to require the 5 percent sales tax to
be paid each time a motor vehicle changes ownerstip.

sady Mix Co.

dy MI: Cameral.
Phone 713-3640

ialf Service

ad Delivery
Hem Stamps
Phone 753-410111

rice Station

Sunday
l'rettleete
Phone 753-1921

y o ereeji onra
gm .and carrying banners, march through the streets of
Frankfurt, West Germany, in protest on the second anniversary of the military coup which brought the present Greek
regime to power.
(Cablephoto)

WALLIS DRUG
Phone 763-1272
SPECIALTY *
We Rave It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Bad

* ressoutmaxs A

DAY OR hilkaii

/AL

753-6363

Don °volley
FOF
City Judge

Four years ago the People of this City elected me as

Prosecuting

trust you bestowed upon me. I am now seeking your support
for the office of City Judge. .

of
Mua its, i•ctiliarke

In the past decade, the growth of our City

more

than doubled and this growth has been accompanied by an
ever greater expansion of the ordinances, regulations and

the 5 percent sales tax.

It a fair statement to say that only a person with at least a

3. Allow the Aged to purchase medicine and.drwes tax free,

working knowledge of such new ordinances, regulations and

4. Allow the—recipients of state aid to reside with Moir

laws can best cope with the complexities created by such

children

growth and expansions.

without a reduction in the amount of state aid.

I believe that I possess the qualifications necessary for the

5. Adequate strport to education.
6. Give labor and management the right to solve their prob-

proper and fair administration of Justice in our City Court.

lems without interference.

I received a 8.4-k- Degree from Murray State University

7.

Require the General Assembly to centime meethog only

is a Good
.
Place to do Business'

once every two years. You the voters, will help to deckle this

Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service!

route.

and my Law Degree from Vanderbilt University in1962. Since
graduating from Law School I have been in private practice in
Murray and have served the last four years as

your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit totits
lb do the fob best—whatever it is.

1. As tacrease in wtiskey tax and its related products..
•
Elect

a man wto can serve twelve months of mice year

without waffle of interest.

L Rim - Chimers
I will

tardier discuss my views with you as I appear cm

In addition, you have the advantage of consultation
with specialist; in both credit and farming
Who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep Interest costs fowl This is one big reason
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO" BUSINESSI

or 434-5371
Chanted 6 television at Paducah, Saturday, May 10, 4:00 P.M.
1 and mar prayers. I solicit your rote Me iffilseare.

bone 763-1323

Sincerely, Guy Lovins

LW'S SON-IN-LAW THROUGH IN VIETNAM completing hi,
tour of duty in Vietnam, Maj. Charles 8_ Robb, son-in -la.,
of former President Lyndon B. Johnson, boards a jeep :it
1st Marine Headquarters in Da Nang. South Vietnam. H.
was to fly to Texas for a reurilop with his wife, the form••r
Lynda Bird Johnson,. and their 6-month -old daughter
never has seen.
(Rarii•iphoti,,

Keys Keel

vital and necessary place in our

City Government.

In casting your ballot on May 27,1969 I ask that

you consider

my qualifications for this office.

e

I intend to make every effort to personally

and visit

with as many of you as time will permit. Should I not have the
pleasure of

meeting

you personally, please accept this

announcement as my personal appeal for your vote and
influence. Thank you.
•

PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
905 N 4th

City Prosecut-

ing Attorney. I understand the nature ofour City Court and its

That means you need only look to PCA for en

Oil Company
oa Pre/nolo

Court has

laws that must be administered by our City Court. I believe

8. A well maintained road to serve each school bus and mall

Resort

Attorney. I sincerely appreciate the honor and

alUll•lf

IhI1OhhI,l1 IIANh

City

2. Exempt farm machinery and farm machinery parts from

question wean you vote in the November election.

:afe

ato"
PROTEST GREEK C. L-5

sitions a replacement from the
VA.
Whether or not the funeral is
military in nature, the flag is
always appropriate on the casket of a veteran or deceased
serviceman. But the rendering
of honors to a veteran by the
military depends on whether
this can be done at no additional expense to the government. The determining factor is
the availability of troops to perform the ceremony.
• • •„
THERE are. 7e active national cemeteries in the United
States. Some are on or adjacent
to military bases with sufficient
troops to render honors, but
others are in remote areas two
or threls hundred miles from the
nearest military installation,
making it virtually impossible
to secure the services of miliPerAenrietaialess,
ily elects to move the ceremony
to a closer cemetery.
Tuesday, April 29, 1:30 p.m.
For those who die on active CDST, Bill Graves farm located
duty, the military will, literally, approximately 2 miles east of
spare no effort to render honors, Pandana North of Highway 473.
but for veterans, sheer numbers
The breeding schools schedule
make unfeasible the task of Is:
furnishing troops at some disMonday, April 28, 8:00 p.m.
tant point under the "no addi.CLIST, Mayfield at the RECC
tional cost" directive.
Building
However, in circumstances
Tuesday, April 29, 8:00 p.m.
such as these, various veterans
CDST. Murray State University
organizations frequently perform the honors. In fact, the Livestock Pavilion, Murray, KeArmy furnishes rifles and blank ntucky.
ammunition for this purpose to
local posts of organizations such
4
Advertismcnt
as the American Legion and
Veterans of Foreign Wars. The
EAT and ENJOY IT!
ceremony will be performed
Eat hearty mesh. and not suffer It is
upon request of survivors and
different Token before meals, it neumembership is not a requiretrehreS excess acid and lets food di
ment with either the Legion or: gest as it should (Wick 'relief Nam
any ailment caused by an excess acidthe VFW.
ity, gas indigestion Ask your neighbor who uses it He will gladly recom
ldrop, Murray; Miss Joyce Ch. task 'Ito you

& Baby Girl, Rte. 1, Hardin;
bearemmatt Aat•Acad
ester, 202 Irvan, Murray; Master
THROCK'S R-0000 FORMULA
Mrs. Louise Lyons, Rte.3,Cadiz;
Michael Watson, Rte. 1, Murray;
Get it at year Drug Store or by
Herbert Hill, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Barbara Weaks, 1507 Sycamall from Peoria Drug Co.. P.O.
Janice Cathey, Rte, 2, Murray; Miss
more, Murray; William Jones, His 14111. Poorta.. III. 11.26 per
Mrs. Irene Collie, 1410 Paine,
Rte, 2, Murray; Graneillie Scarbeetle.
Murray; Mrs. Joyce Brooks,Rte.
brough, Rte. I, Hazel; Mrs. Es- /
1, Hardin; Master Mike Futrell,
telle Cunningham, Rte. 1, MurRte. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Ethel
ray; Mrs. Lucy Hall, Hazel:
Stockdale, Rte. 2, Puryear , TeF-OR CORR( CI
DISMISSALS
nn.; Mrs. Treva Nell Wadkins,
Rte. 1, Kirksey; Master Walter
Ernest Mayfield, 1316 Poplar,
R. Jones III, 811 No. 8th St.,
Murray; Edward Mathis, 1505
Murray; Herbert Brinn, 809 Wa.
Johnson, Murray; Mrs. Vera Sm-

.••••••••--

Kusic
Dub taisie
la 'Pb 753-7575
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Don Overbey

Ph 753-5602

I•4

•

•
a
me-

6

••••

.5

.,•••••••,-Asa:
Millelemoommemmemstime

PAGZ MIGHT

TI LZDGER

—1111
‘

TIMIS

FRIDAY — APRIL 25, IMO
Murray; Revs Merlon Rte. 5,
Murray; Mrs. Morella Patton,
Hospital Report
la Cress It., Murray; James k
D. Cienessa. Rte. 5, Murray; Miss
ADULTS 10$
Ginty Locke, Rte. 1, Murray;
WURMEJtY I
Mrs. Nina Fox, Rte. 1, Lynn
APRIL ss,!so
Greve; Homer Gentry Lovett,
Rte. 1, Murray, Vann Ratcliff
ADMISSION*
(To Cony. Div.) Rte. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Martha Wrye, Rte. 3, MurMrs. Martha L. Boblirtime,
ray; Bruce Ferguson, New ConWte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Jody A. cord; Mrs. Non Broach, PunWarren, At.. 4, Murray; Dyne
year. Toon •
B. DUI, Box Sr, Murray; Mrs.
Joie Aim Idcaka,Scala;Mrs.
• * *
Locale L. Atkins, Rte. 3, Murray; Mias Marpret L. Walker,
New selfstick fingernails
Itte. 4, Beision; Mermen James
10 to a package, plus six
come
IMAley, At.. I, Iirksey; Fred
graduated in
Ikea • 7$1 Name It., Murray; spares. They are
it easier to select
make
size
to
Gm H. alniame, 204 3o. 3rd
•nes that most closely
It., Murray:
approximate your own nail sizes.
fAIJ
(Andrea Products).
.
Mrs. Cada Berksea, Itt4. 6

MURRAY, 111INTIICILT

—

incomes and above average edge.
*dim Because the abaci IMO
tipper-dant the programs UM
were successful, by and large,.
appealed to the igper-slant Inst....

Paul Klein
Researches
TV Ratings

New Owners

"AS the years went Cs, TV's
grata laded le fill la as kwer
eked lower brow and be las
HOLLTWOCO UPI - Pad Kke. aka and rural areas. These
Owairs ebe alwalk to the
in, NBC-TV's reddest roseate&
whiz, works basically at trYIIII TT admen ikar flaw ea
to inclersiand national television soldsticated kite, Mat dew
audiences. Statistics are his raw the sophisticated Vdefil
material, but as an inteWgent
man his eventual pursuits are Oa the ollier laa4 lads Wed
human values and programed' to Ms ankle.'Melaktesatib•
er seesaw allad to grapersphilosonky.
In a Mont note, Le maple, sag ableik aid abbepeak
hi dliellreack "The giroblime is to the Wad Steles ad created
ad be nisi ardessbutnate the greatest same seam ever
Ike eameadslkeled mink of devised. Illbas be amentemdp
Mika data Oat 0111111811 Dirk ea to kapok of Galin Age ProDry, br lasimee, a pretreat grams It dld raise the awards
elk so sediaos la eau areas of a major patios of the pope.
tot. careklared seceaski by lades of be coestry."
CBS and podealy ens by akarUsers."
By RICK DU BROW

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
"°
KAM
4-Ceriamoiet
7-Iledare
13-Seamene deer
13-Se eiletehom
14-lopert

Ow Reuse
Elks gawk One of the ream*
one kw gratin to pan addle
and be Wyk( to make tbe rag
ada lailease the crania of
popularly to BB 10 the eras
miasma ad Oat pada of be
nral masa* akin is IOW
and of course MKT Mead Ulf"
ors. Tat peva it seems to be
seryeelwo fleaefkins:
"L It raises the level of programming, since young addle
watch higher quality programaing than kids and old ladies and;
"2. Makes us money to continue the pursuit."
This pragmatic thinldng is
an extension of Klein's thoughts
as expressed a while back in an
article tor the show business
newspaper "Variety," in which,
among other things, he wrote of
the demise of studio drama:
"When he was young . the
people who owned sets lived In
big cities and lad above average

JORDAN BOMB DAMAGE—Survivors gather near rubble in
Irbid. Jordan, following bombing of the area by waves of
Israeli -Mirage" jets, Israeli officials said the area was
a guerr,Ila base.
(Radiophoto)

Veterans Questions the check since you are entitled
to this dividend.
and Answers
However, you should understand that the waiver of NSLI preQ - I am a veteran of World miums Lsnot due to your 100 per
'War II and will soon reach my cent disability compensation rat65th birthday. Will I be entitled ing. Rather, it is due to the fact
JAUNTY PRINCESS—Princess
to a VA pension?
Anne of England wears a
that your disability meets the
A - You may be eligible for premium waiver requirement of
Jaunty felt hat with a feaa pension from the Veterans "any impairment of minder-body
ther at the three-day- BadAdministration at age 65 if your phich continuousl y renders it imminton Horse Trials on the
Income from all sources does possible for the insured to follow
estate of the Duke of Beaunot exceed $2,000 a year if you any substantially gainful occufort in Badminton, England.
are single, or $3,200 a year If' pation."
yes have we or more dependents.
. •wife's income and the size of If you become employed, your
be
_Pus estate are factors which NSL1 premium waiver may
_
est also be -considered. 1111.AC-.TV
liSIX—TV
For further information and
Chasm" 4
Mama S
Clause
assistance, check with your near- The Veterans Administration
operates 166 hospitals.
est VA office.
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Q - My husband has a heart
Ns m /Mrs Sm. News. weir ; Sports
111 H
ran% Teen Jean
win. was *no
Cbmearren
condition which developed in serTe..-r. Jzbas
71116
7' le /Cab Citeaarrt....
vice. He was able to work until!
:311 beam et be
Geiser hoe. USMC Generation Gan
• 101 Nara* of Me Game Mowto:
Lees bare a Deel
months ago when he had a'
'three
0 :10 Mora 0 be Game "Siege of Me
Give ii nitli Seamen
heart attack and the veterans AdJodi tor It.. Defense
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Maine
ministration awarden him 100 per
=
s
news; Wilt.,Snorts
trii :SI Merst Ofler.; IOW OctZ
cent disability.
1 Se
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StZ
" Mewls:
'Joint Goldfarb
The doctor says that he will
Ray /kebab awe
15 Tesight Shea
bowie:
Please Caine letione"
1 1 -.30 Temkin Shea
never be able to go back towork.
=iet Liolakee"
bens
Ness
12 II
With two children in college, I
Maw%
will have to work to help support
1 S
us but I don't have any training.
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Can the VA help me?
IS Ant Kellum USA
A - Possibly. VA educati
Aeri. Science in Actor
Warne Semester
6 _A norm Depost
Senna Cloren
Go Gm C.'s/yr
cower nina
assistance is available to the
7 II Same Clow
Sees Mower
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SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
National Service Life Insurance
SniStar Wrestling
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Leifer
dividend check. I am now draw
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U.S. SHIPS IN PAR EAST- U.S. Aircraft can-ler Hornet sails
through the South China Sea on its way to the Bea of Japan
to provide protection for reconnaissance planes and ships.
The Hornet was accompanied by six destroyers.
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COINIRkt/Ot.CUSA---CarrAMS -rifles and wearing a
doleer la is Cuba I, two disskient atu&nts leave Willard
Straight Hall at Cornell University in Ithaca. N.Y., after
a two-day sitin. An estimated 80 students were involved.
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se hire

•
jonson's Grocery
512 South 12th St.
Phone 753-5041
Fine Food for Fine Folks

Colonel Sanders'
Ky. Fried Chicken
-1113 Sycamore
753-7101

Beauty Shop
1061 No. 15th
Phone 753-3344

P

I NC7.6
ALWAYS
GROW
I. FASTER
UNDER
GLASS
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-FotIPA//,e494/_Thriorri.,L pao
4,41 -If-

COMPLIMENTS

.
of

MURRAY

,

of

TRENHOLM'S

Compliments
of
Martinizing
P

000)pl1menti 411
MeIugin Outrciard
Marine

College Shop
-The Man Who Knows
Burs College Shop
Clothes

,...Nei :UCkirIghtilM
Compliments of
LMdsey Jewelery

A% 41 . •

-Ray,

)
.
.-...11
.Ltd.

t•.=.,..

ma ese U
OP —
Pew
e
b • WIPP/ h.** *Pio..

V Lk
Po.

i

Thoroughbred
Drive-In
Specializing in
Hamburgers
806 Chestnut

The

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

The Cherry's

Indoor Comfort

Store of Youth
and Fashion

Center
Div. Freed Cotham Co.
802 Chestnut St.
Heating - Air Cond.

PARKER FORD,INC.
"Cure For The Bug"
the all new
"MAVERICK"
.
On Display
,
N 0 W!!

The Shop for Smart
Young Women
111 So. 4th
Phone 753-3882
Compliments of

DOLLAR GENERAL
STORE

.

4:'

AMERICAN MOTORS'
RAMBLER DEALER

Each Day Is Dollar Day
512 Main Street
753-9181.

CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES

Bream.

The
.•-

PHI MU ALPIIA
PLEDGE CLASS

---....

wishes to express their
appreciation to all who
helped U3 in our project.

CORN-AUST1N

•

wormoss DAY
Reinebar her to a special
way! Order • delicious
cake and we will deliver

Real Estate
518 West Main
Phone 753-7724

Kuhn!' Variety

•
Lerman's
Dress Carnival
Starts Wednesday,
April 30th
,

25

MAYBE I CAN
GROW, TALL_ ENOUGH
TO GET ON THE
BASKETBALL TEAM

Guy Spann

Compliments
of

4

BANK

C

by Ernie Bushmiller

Compliments of

West Side

?Mica to.

TH15 15 THE BEST SEASON
LJEWE EYER HAD..

.,
-Compliments of
et
Hughes Paint Store
Boone's Laundry
401 Maple Street
and Dry Cleaners
Phone 753-3642
•
.61

NE
Ca
sir

by Charles M. Schulz

,
Store '
More Money for Your
Books, More Books
Your Money

Ft
531

SOWN
1-resioren reeigh
2-Appertieo

Nancy

Corvette Lanes
Bowling At Its Best
415 West Main
MIKE STRANAK, Mgr.

43-Piaster
46-Ssa in Asia
47 Indetwile
mber
49 Gott mound
SO Carpenter's
tool

abloom
1111-1111ge est
SISSINch
174Grelly

Peanuts®

Wallace
'
s Boqk

101
No

2i

Compliments
of

Dan-Cstlefor

it wit2i your lere'and retweet.
Mem TU-5454
,

i
Compliments
. of

IIITLANII BAXERY

Palace Drive-In

se

*

NATIONAL SDKS

Graham & Jackson
"Tient Men Look Better
In a Cricketeer Suit
er Sport Coat
--e

"WHERE MEN and
BOYS TRADE"

Clothing Fete
Tito Whole

Compliments of

Family

Hughes Paint Store

CHUCK'S. MUSIC , STARKS HARDWARE ,
CENTER
12th Street at Pcplar

"Western Kentucky's
Music Education
.
Center"

Sporting Goods,
Tools and
Housewares

11eoeTtee
T
beide

,

Manor

•

*

College
Cleaners
•

4E0

)AY - A.P/UL 25, 120111
Rte. 5,
; Steve Ethel*"
r; Mrs. Novella Patton,
ass R., Murray; James k
sail, Rte. 5, Merray; Miss
Locke, Rte. 1, Marniy;
aim Fox, Rte. 1, Lynn
Homer Gentry Lovett,
, Murray, Vann Ratcliff
Div.) Rte, 1, Akio;
Links Wrys, Rte. 3, Nurrace Ferguson, New ConMrs. Nora Broach, Pur-
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NOTICE

AUCTION SALO

ELECTROLUX SAL. S &
vies, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. %Mars. noes $112417111,
Lynnville, Ky.
M-28C

Saturday,
AUCTION
SALE
April 2e, at two p. m. at the
old Billy McKeei piece at the
caution light on old 641 North.
All aid furniture such as buggy, bureaus, wish stands, chitin,
churns, fruit jars, milk mos,
dishes, charcoal foot warmer,
you mane it, and we are sure
it is there as there is a lot
old items. Wayne Wilson, aucA-25-C
tkoneer.

TRADE DAY every en Saturday, Between Lakes ShopAUTOMOBILES PO* SALE
pang Center, Dover, Tenn. Swap,
SEAL UINTA'S POit SALE
trade, sell or auction. Come
BY OWNER: 1968 Dodge Chan NEW HEAVY DUTY disc bladrohlte with black vinyl top, en Coulter blades and plow VERY FINE 3-bedroom in Bag- SET OF World Book Encyelsi WANTED: Body Man to do this Saturday, April 28. A-25X
by GAY PAULEY
body wink an cars. Cirll 753with four speakers, 440 points. Get our price before yea well Manor. Central heat and pedals. Phone 437-8881
BELTONE factory fresh hearUPI Woman's Editor
A-71-NC ing aid
TENC 8761magnum engine, automatic with buy. Vinson Tractor
12 noon and 5:00 p. in
batteries for all make
Company, U, $19,500.00.
power dewing. sold new bit 753-4892.
NEW YORK UPI
WE HAVE a beautifui 3-bed- MANURE bonder and =MU* WANTED: Monolog cook fe- hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
It's time
$4100, will sell for $3450. Phone
H-1TC AUCTION: Saturday, April 28, again to let the housewives oi
room home A 1809 Johnsen spreader. All in excellent condi- male, four a. m. to U noon
753-8806.
1.00 p. m., 11 miles west of the nation sound off on quality
A-25-C GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS
and Blvd., weeded lot, $34,000.00. Son. Will
cheap. Phone 7=- Wilt. Apply at Irvin Cobb Re- HUBERT'S TRADING POST and
Murray, between Highway 121 and convenience of consumer goWorms. Be awe and try REAL NICE 3-bedroost on She- 5309.
A-28-C Antiques. Have
A-28-P sort, phone 436-6811.
good selection 'and 94 at Brown's Grove, Hwy.
1960 OLDSMOBILE 4 door
Grey Nighterawiers! For Wa Circle, $22,000.00.
of antiques, all old lamp parts, 893. Antiques and what have ods, especially in the packaging
top, power steering,
this vicinity the Grey Night EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom in Can- YOUNG CHICKENS, half grown. JEWELRY COMPANY hes opendepartment.
some
telephone parts, dinner you. Dinner MIL Sine
ing
for
two
sales
ladies.
Part
brakes, radio. Weal car. P
wlers are very new. They are teeterry Est:Idea, $29,400.00.
Ratio tiller, 5 IL P., like new.
For as time marches on, the
bell
parts.
Also
have
time
work
also available. For
souvenirs, frows, quilt box, dressers,
753-111153.
A-38-C resistant to heat and to cold. BEAUTIFUL Inbeciroorn with Fermmon tractor with Om.
becomes more critical
consumer
gifts,
bird
baths,
flower pots. stand, cheat, miail Shies (Wad
r your bait needs, Call 751 fireplace, in Meadow Grego Ac- One Ism size camping tent. appoustrn,ent phone 7534285 Open
1961 CHEVROLET
six days a week. Sunday, nut(ak), drop led tables (Wet and we hope the manufacturers
wean
4:30
and
6:00
p.
in.
miles
two
, or me Lee latilth on the me, $22,500-00.
See Boberson at
are listening to her more keenly.
''Low miles. Much better than av
A-29-C from 1 In 6 Four miles south nut), trunks, cider mill,
IN MEADOW GREEN Acres, a west of Lynn Grove, then turn
New
Anyone who's ever broken a finon Hate Highway. Phone bottom cherrs, rockets,
erste condition. V-8 %One for Concord Highway. Watels
Mrs
3-becirtiom you must see, $18,- Crittendon's More, south 2 WANTED, experienced mechan- 492-8714.
the den
gernail trying to open a package
with automatic transmimion
A-28-C
kettle, refrigerator, butter mold,
A-26-P ic full time. Five days a week,
800.00.
*ilea
that says "to open, press here"
PRICED TO SELL Phone 762- HOME MADE peanut brittle,
jugs and betties, marble
NICE 3-BEDROOM brick on
paid
holidays
and
vecatioos.
knows there is still room for
2421.
fredt daily, 50( a bag. Phone Dodson. Priced at $14,750.00.
thine,
Gies
hall
and
tree.
HARVEST TABLE, maple, 68" Other fringe benefits. Apply in
improvement.
OPPIEEED
SERVICES
753-7520 for free delivery.
2-BEDROOM bent veneer on king and one matching Dea- person at Complete Auto Reclocks, pidatre frames
1968 MG Midget, wire Amman
Suggestions pour in via letter
A-28-C
. 7th. Street, $13,000.00.
con's bench. Phone 753-8416. pea, 103 North 7th.
$900.00. Phone 753-7500 after
A-26-C WANTED, lawns to mow. Phone alums. Charlie F. Arnett, own to Natiooal Family Opinion, Inc.,
3-BEDROOM brick veneer at
er.
Consignment
-anything
A-26-C
753-1325 or 753-7250.
A-29-P
5:00 p. m.A-28-C CLEAN carpets
with ease. Blue 1309 Belmont, $18,800.00.
WANTED. Expnrienced block
want to sell. Otba Chester, Auc a Toledo, Ohio, marketing research firm which claims 90,000
Lustre
makes
Hood,
the
SEED
SOYBEAN
Kent,
imam.
job
SPECIALTY
McMILLEN
Top
Welda
BEAUTIFUL
breeze.
pay.
Phone
3
-bedroom
brick
7=tioneer.
FOR RENT
homemaker consultants. Some of
Rent electric sbampooer $1. veneer at 1.503 Story Avenue. Wayne, Dare and Dyer. Nur- 8142.
Specializing.
welding.
Heliarc
M-1-C
their suggestions long since have
'POUR-BEDROOM brick home at Western Auto Store.
nay Warehousing Corporation.
ing in all types of aluminum
A-313-C Price, $35,000.00.
become a reality - such as mak1000 Sharp Street Key at 306M
A-36-C WANTED: Lady for baby sit- welding. Phone 753-7295.
3-BEDROOM brick veoeer in Inc. Phone 753-8220.
CARD OF THANKS
ting and light house work. Full
ing unsalted nuts, peanuts and
No. 10th St. To rent contact EXCELLENT, efficient and ec- Circarama, $19,000.00.
A-26-C
We wish to thank all who
time, five and one-half days a
chips for those on salt free
Bob Gass, 1616 S. W. 10th St.. onomical that's Blue Luitre car- 3-BEDROOM brick on Wisweil
WE HAVE the best
WILL KEEP two elderly people helped and gave expresions of diets.
week, 8:00 a. In. to 5:00 p.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Phone 53e- pet and upholatery cleaner. Road, $19,250.00.
sympathy
concern
and
All
during
town.
seodels
in
of
Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big
5341.
GOOD 20 ACRE farm, all MOW and styles. Better shoes at say Call 753-1663 after 5:00 p. m. in my home. Come by 10= the illness and death of Mrs.
TFC
A-38-C miry buildiogs and good
A-28-C, Sharpe Street between 9:00 a.
Wishful Thinking
fence, inp up to 50%. We DOW carry
NEW two-bedroont apartment.
an. and 3:30 p. m.
A-36-C Thula Douglas. We went to
$11,000.00.
MEN'S
CLOTHING
men's
thank those who sent food and
Store, excel
first quality McGregor
Ceramic tile bath, range and
But many still are in the wish1,,a,KE
40 ACRE FARM, house and golf shoes. Discount Shoe CentWANTOD TO RENT
Gowan and others manages of
air conditioner. Call 759-7457. lent business, well eatablished stock
ful thinking stage. On that subject
barn, on Pottentown Hoed, er, Highway 641 South. Open
with popular lines of clothing.
condolence.
thank
wont
to
We
A-X-C A wonderful
opportunity for lo- 3 miles out, $18,000.00.
Stuidays 2 to 5.
A-30-C WANTED: One or two-bedroom
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr. Am- of salt, for instance. One homeunfurnished house out of city
litLEAN ON-BEDROOM trailer. cal mac to own and operate 52 ACRE FARM in Coldwater.
mons and the nurses at the maker consultant wants to know
Rent reasonable. Phone 489- own business. All inquiries con- Try to see this one, nothing else 1966 CHEVROLET Super Sport, limits on paved road Must have
Murray Hospital; all those who why most canned soups are so
396 motor, will sell cheap. Rea- running water and bath. Rent
it in Calloway County.
3623.
A-25-C fidential. Joe C. Marshall, Realhad a part in the music at to. salty.
son for selling, gone into the reasonable. Phone 753-1918 bePROPERTY:
tor. P. 0. Box 886, Paducah,
Other additives to foods disservice; Bro. B. R. Winfuneral
fore 5:00 p. in., and ask for
NEW BRICK duplex. Two bed- Ky. Phone 442-1656.
A-28-C AT PINERLUFF Shoats: We service. Also antique well telecheater and Bro. Clovis Kemp turb women. One asks "why don't
TENC
roll's, central last and airphone. Call 435-4302 after 3:00 Mary.
have water front and water view p.
for their words of combne, and they" stop adding onion to precosetioning, carpeted, large USED
A-26-C
so.
STOVE and refrigerator. lots
the
Miller Funeral Home for pared food items such as frozen
cicalas and storage. Availeble Phone
ROACHES
753-3677.
A25
-C
NICE
COTTAGE
thoughtfulness. May God soups and casseroles. The latest
on
their
water
front
nem Phone 753-4675 before
WANTED TO BUT
'SPINET PIANO. Wanted, recompilation of "why don't they"
Carry Germs
blears each of you.
9:111 S. m. or after 4:30 p. m. PLEASURE BOAT, 15 foot with lot, all furnished and ready to sponsible party to take over
SPIDERS
includes these also.
Live in. Has electric heat, fireWANTED: Used chest of draw
The
Family
low monthly payments on a
M-1-C 50 h. p. Mercury mobile and place and
Are Poison
Why &inn they:
beautiful wooded lot.
ers, good condition, reasonably
trailer. Excellent cxnxiition. Call
piano. Can be seen loTERMITES
Package all salad dressings in
ALSO JUST Listed, nice 2-bed- spinet
priced. Phone 753-1916 and ask
mornings only 753-2460. A-25-C room
cally. Write Credit Manager,
Eat Your Home
wide mouth jars to prevent the
catage.
for Mary, before 5:00 p. m.
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, InTFNC
ONE
wasted dressing that never can
TRAILER
with
large
carHAPPINESS is spring and a
diana.
M-7-P
Locally owned and operatbe gotten out of the bottom of
beautiful Siamese kitten, male peted room built on, completely funiishid. Legated on 3 lots. PLEASURE Mare, 7 years old, WANTED, sickle mower for ed for 20 years. We can be
the bottle.
or female. $15.00.
•-eflhelassretiestren 'Ken- stray/berry-roan, 4 stockings, garden taw:tor-. Gall 753-3102. reached 24 hours a day.
lifgelfacture an unscented/1clhealthy afal affeetioiaall. -Phone
A-26-C
uid detergent.
753-7770.
blaze. Will foxtrot. Very gentCall Today For FREE
A-25-C tucky lake.
EENIANA SHORES:
Design some sofas and chairs
le for &Waren. At her side a
Inspection
Must have had previous AUTOMATIC WASHER, alight ONE beautiful water front lot; full-blooded walking horse fin
with the elderly in mind. Most
Phone 763-3114
Industrial
experience. freight damage. Drastic reduc- one just across the street, both ly: 1 month old, chestnut, 4
furniture is too close to the floor
Member Chamber of
Excellent pay & fringe tion. Dick & Dunn T. V. & Elec- are fine lots.
socks, baize-paces. Will sell
for them.
Commerce and Builders
tric
Service,
118 South 19th IN PANORAMA SHORES:
benefits. If you are
mere with or without fosL
Package toothpaste in plastic
Association. LCP-195
Street.
A-25-C ONE NICE lot with septic tank, Aerie Shelton, Phan 753-3656.
ANNUAL
qualified for this positubes as they do handcream and
A-28-P
shampoo.
tion you may apply at: PERI&CT MOTHERS Day gifts. everything just ready for trailBottle children's aspirin with
Lovely hand made corduroy af- er or to, build on. Plenty of BEDS, Chest of drawers, five
lids that won't come off fora chighans, in all cokes. Phone 753- shade. One nice cottage f11212- gallon aquarium. See at 503 So.
STARTS WEDNESDAY
id's prying fingers or mouth. One
3816.
A-29-C idled and reedy to live in, 7th Street, or phone 753-4879.
and
beinstiful water view.
April 30th
housewife wrote that "It to my
A-28-C
GIRLS CLOTHING, size 3, 5 and MEAR CHANDLER Park we
two-year-old five seconds to bite
11. Call 7594135.
A-25-C have 20 acres wood land *thoff a new 'safety' lid."
P.O. Box 329
ing T. V. A. ccotour line. Priced 17%
State the calorie count on canGLASSMA.STER RunMayfield, Ky.
Located
IX Is. 1311h St.
to sell.
ned and frozen foods.
about Boat, 110 H. P. inboard
Phone 247-6730
base
price
a25c
H-A
-14-C
MALE HELP WANTSCI
Manufacturers already ck) this
Mercruiser
motor.
DEVELOP- outboard
GATEWAY
IN
An Equal Opportunity
with average
Used 12 hours and in storage
In foods that stock the diet foods
WANTED:
Experienced
Employer"
down payment,
KENT: We have 5 heatitil"1 for three years. A we chance
shelves.
Apply at Five Points Welding waterfront Iota. Some of the
Insurance and
to buy a new boat at used price.
have
ones
seen.
we
finest
Shop.
A-25.0
sales tax
FARM, 3-room Well equipped, top, curtains,
ACRE
27
Payments ra
.house, northeast of Murray, 8,- depth finder, bilge pump, and
Nearly half of the nation's
lots more-complete with trail500.00.
population is comprised of veter. A $4,000.00 rig for $2,250.00.
erans and their dependents.
WE HAVE an assortment of Vaster Ransom, New Oancord,
Murray's finest commercial lots. Ky. Phone (502) 438-5432, if no
There are 7,000 surviving vetper month
234 ACRES just 214 miles east answer, call after 6 p. in. A-28-C
erans of the Spanish-American
Witk. 2 Bedroom, '69 Model
of Murray an Pottertown Road.
War.
TOBACCO
City water, fine place for trail- Kennedy STICKS, 5t each,
Mobile !Ionic.
Leaf Tobacco Comer court.
pany, Mayfield, Phone 247-2682.
1111(
I
I It %\I) -.II
I'll
M-2-C
ALL YOUR Real Estate
seeds, come by or call GUY
The average age of the nation's
USED
SPINET PIANO. Reed
VANN, REAL ESTATE AGallW• • •1.
26.6
million veterans is 44.2 yea52u7.
Music, Berton (off Hwy. 58)
ENCY at 518 West Main, Nars.
Open evenings and Suntional Hotel Building. Business
afternoons also.
envy
M-3I-C
Phone 753-7724, Home Photos:
Guy Spann, 753-2587;
1963 MOBILE HOME, 10' x 50',
now
Baker, 753-3409; Onyx Ray o bedrooms. Phone 753-6360
N. 12th & Chestnut
The Veterans Administration
753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109
see DA RichardsOn's Trailer
will help financially veterans finMurray, Ky.
We
rt, Lot No..4.
A-26-C
ish high school.
A-28-P
1.11
\elm .ri aiorr.ti ers Ile
\).,
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
;
o \col% tor lio.pr4 trer
full air conditioning, all electric, large living-dining too
combination, large kitchen and
utility stoage area, carport, on
IT'S YOLIR SECOND )
POP, HOW
WHY DOES IT HAVE
extra large bat Near Robertson
DREAM TODAY THAT'S COME
LONG CAN
TISTOP, HONEY
-THE CRABTREE CORNERS
- _.
School. By owner. Call 753-1202
.
TRuag FIRST THE PRESENT
T1-115
WHAT WE GET 01.IT
days or 753-8073 nights A-28-C LOTTERY IS PLEASED TO
FROM FAR OVERSEAS, AND
GO ON?
THEM DREAMS IS
GIV e YOU THE W INN ER'S
kOW
LYOU
mo
(N
DRW
GENI
EILTw
ASP
,
HE
BRICK
DUPLEX
LOOT.' AND THAT
apartment CI-IECe OF 4100, GROGGIaLS. -et ,
"-- ?•c
building. Two bedrooms, HyAIN'T NARA)
CONGRATULAT ONS .
ABOUT.'
ing mom, dining room, kitchen
I'TAKE
and bath in each apartmest
For appointment to inspect,
phone 753-4522.
H-1TC

cr:

self-stick fingernails
0 to a package, plus six
They are graduated in
make it easier to select
that most closely
mate your own nail sizes.
Ire& Products).

Packaging
Needs More
Improvement
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Wanted -
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NE' -MOBILE HOME

•

LERMANS

tries M. Schulz

FORFEIT AND WE'LL
IRST PLACE!

DRESS
CARNIVAL

The General Tire

ubber Company

ver 2000 Dresses
to Choose From!

FT.

HAY'S PES
CO\TROLit

2 Bedrooms
Front Kitchen
or
Front Bedroom

- $2995"

viewer

Need A Lake Cottage?

nieBusbmiller

SI'11,1 %I.

I)1:11

CAN
-L ENOUGH
)N THE
4LL TEAM

FOR

")4)4)4100

Look No Further Than

$5509

NEAL STARKS a SONS MOBILE HOMES

Available Only
at

Special built for lake use, this little
beauty fits into anyone's budget and
will make you the
of all your
friends. See it
at your No.
dealer.
appreciate your husine.

NI U I1100 S111 MON'

Bonanza

MOBILE HOMES

Abbie 'N Slats

Compliments

by R. Van Buren

Wholesale Carpet

of

)ari-Castle

Yes, We Have Wholesale Prices

Complimen ts
, of

on Carpet!

lace Drive-In

100% Continuous Filament Nylon

iam & Jackson

Pile. Sculptured pattern. Tip shear-

g Men Leek Better
▪ Cricketeer Suit
Spert Ceat

ed, F.H.A. approved. Double jute
back. Average size bedroom 9'x12'

omplimenta of

can be\justalled with 7/16" cush-

tea Paint Store

ion, for only $72.00. All material
and workmanship guaranteed. You

e Shoe Tree
Euthsicie
Manor

Must

207 Maple Street

* Your Guido) 1:r

, uI
• 1141, by

10.00•40•QEml

.91111•911111112
•••••-• by•dbcoks.

tt

Lil' Abner

;on'

by Al Capp

IisinsucMfttu3'

AT PRULAEACE P/MPLE7ON1
5-

TO GOOD EATING

ENGAGED

17 YEARS;i-1

By Popular DeMaild,
Steak Night Cattiness
Each Saturday Night

MX/ESE IF `IOU
MUSSED RIM') IT'D THRILL
HIM INTO

- At -The Holiday Inn:

be satisfied.

Kansas City Strip Steak
Onion Rings
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad
Hot Rolls and Butter
Reservations AcceptedTelephone No. 753-51%

KEN-TFN BUILDINfi SUPPLY
College
Cleaners

INCREASED DEMAND and newly created territories call for
more Representatives! Serve
customers in territory of your
own. Act at once! For interview
in your home write or call Mrs.
Evelyn Brown, Avon Mgr, Dirt.
440, Shady Grove Road, Marion,
Evelyn L. Brown, Avni Mgr.,
Dist. 440. Shady Grove Reed,
Marion, Ky 42064. Phone 6163363.
A-

Phone 753-4383

ALL FOR $ 2.25
4.0•oloomow.1
111WIDIP
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New Concord
Honor Roll
Is Given

T

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Hanley

IR

Susan Crider

LEDOIR

fig

TIMES

Will Jones Rites
Are Held Today

—

MURRAY. RINTUCLY

Calloway

Hazel Honor
Roll Given
For Period

FRIDAY — APRIL 35, 1969
Veterans and nonreterens allVeterans wanting jobs or job
training get priority consider- lie can purchase from the Vetter.•
atlas if they contact their local Ms Administration houses orig.
irelly financed with G. I. loans.
State Employment Office,

gestemesd Press Paso pew
K•astweed Preen Page Owe)
The towel bar Rumen Heaas well as to present
Funeral services for Will V. tour or five years with no
ley el Elide/ Ra
Two ries
dar- Jones of Murray Route Two
Mid lefty et IAN) p.m. at the Weld sesebere
James Fenner,
at, stated
Locust Orme Mud of the ing est Mee the she% Pukes were held today at one p.m. at
Mammas wtth Rev. Robert Bab- swilisseis, fie the SW the. the dispel of the Max H. Chur- that he was interested in all
WI have ea eppertsilly to see chill Fuperal Home with Rev. children and that be was Moo
lame allickting.
Pallbearers
were 'homy To Wren. the *Mende radio Millard Teague and Rev. Robert thinking of his own children.
The New Coward Elementery
He said we all know we need The honor roll for the fifth
Owens, incherd Tommy. Gerald mil TV persondity from Mins Robinson officiating.
School bas Mewed the boner
Burial was in the Highland new building'. "We must sail six weeks period at the Hamel
Hasdricksoa, James R. Towery, my AMU Usheselly who will
mU for the fifth six weeks. AeEkes Wairop, mid Raymond serve as sessAer of essessesies Park Cemetery in Mayfield with the people on this tax by gat Elementary School as released
Bating to B. R. Atka. phieiJones. Burial wes in the Kirk- for the piwepos. Me. Mows is the arrangements by the Linn tins everyone involved, directly by the principal. James R. FeltK is es folkawic
runeral Home of Heston.
or indirectly." He said teachers ner, is as follows:
sey Cemetery with the arrange- an eccaeopihied felt sameLucie Cook the eseMag sew
must accept the remoesibility Grebe four — Tern Erwin,
Blalock-Coleman
meats
the
by
Wedilaird grade — lastra Jarman
Jones,
80,
died
Mr.
age
personality, of song, who Melt
before diem. This step toward Susan Achim, and Steve Crabat 10:13 a.m. at the Mue
nesday
Patricia CuonMgban, LAM Funeral Home.
the merger is the most forward tree.
Heaney, age 50, Bed Wednes- rid in "Cainpiu Lights,
James, IOW Redick, la Don
will delight the audience with ray-Callovrey County Hospital pingram that hes been for ed- Grade five — Regina Cook,
6:80
the
day
p.m.
Barmyat
at
Survivors
are his wife, Mrs. Or- No:Mon
Ombra. Boger Johnson, Nix
several vocal solos_
in Calloway County in Ken Orr Brandon, Gregory Byphi Jones; two stepdaughters,
Ana °ahem and Loma Duke. Calloway Coimty Hospital.
history.
ars, Andy Coles, Theresa DovSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Kim Kentucky-Min USA. Ju- Mrs. Russell Hoffman and Mrs it's attire
Bally Outland, Plaxon, said er, Teresa Erwin, Rita Gibson,
Fourth grade — Las Akier- Gracie Waldrop Hanley; father, ba Lay Pinkley of Murray will Refua Tabers; one stepson, M.
Ma. &Ma Hendon, Ricky Har- Fronk Henley, two soma Ronnie be on hand to crown the new Ray Smith; three brothers, Otis, "Education Ma come to a cross- Rita, Hicks, Dickie Nesbitt, and
em Felicia limadsn, Lied. Me- and Eddie Healey; one grand- queen at the elms a the show. Cletus, and Herman Jones; mei roads. We must stand still or Steven Phillips.
Grade six — Edwin Garrett.
St.,. Weigel/in, Sha- son, Shannon Hanky; three sis- Julia Ann, herself an outstand- en step grandchildren; fifteen move forward." "As educators
we should know whet are the Alene Paschall, Joni Tidwell,
ron Mainline', Roger Stubble- ters, Mrs Ray Gwen', Mrs. Rob- ing beauty, has just been cho- step great grandchildren.
beat educate:4ml opportunities and Valerie Crabtree.
field. Cindy Wilhelm, and Pam ert 'Amery, and Mrs. Paul Hen- sen Murray State's repressedfor our children. We can help
drickson; two brothers,
Grade seven — Denise John-,
Wilkinson&
tire in the Mountain Laurel
answer the questions and the son, Diane Johnson, Juana
Fifth grade — Charles Steven and Howard Hanley.
Festival to be held at Pineville
concerning
needs
these
own% Stockdale, and Danny Futrell.
Fiergimon, 0. B. Gartland, Roger
next month.
• • •
tunnies and help pass this tax
Grade eight — Lee CrutchBraden, Randy Herndon, JudThe beautiful girls entered in
to give children a better edu- field, Evie Erwin,
ith Kimbiro, Scott!, ricirberni
Beverly Hay(Continued Pram Pass One)
competition
the
art:
Patricia
cation.
NOW YOU KNOW
es, Vicki Lamb Kenny LawBenny Pittmen, Krtt StubbleAm Johnston. Benton; Susan
M.
B.
Rogers,
Kidney
quot
rence, and Curtis Davis.
field, and Mary Jane Le.
Crider. Murray; Judith Ann Both Mayor Ellis and City At- Ecclesiastes 3:1. "To
everything
Sixth grade — Jimmy Jae be tinned Press liviernatienal Bartley and Betty Quisenberry, torney Wells Overbey told Mr.
there
is
a
semin,
and
a time.."
Americium ate 787,300 tons of Calhoun;
rett, Sammy Kimbro, Christine
Jackie Morris, Cm- Jones that under existing law He said it was time to
unite
iloCuiston, Jimmy McCuistah font dogs la 19138 — an average trel City; Connie Dean Loney, the city had authority to levy
mid vote for the tax.
Steve McCuiston, Janet WI.'- of IS bet dep per person.
Graham; Mary C.heryklean Mar- the city sticker on anyone who Bob Allen, Concord, told
the
hams. end Kenny Hergrove.
tin, Secramento; Teresa Lynn worked in the city and that the group that educators should
Keetineed Pram Pew Oss)
only
recourse
Jones
had
was
Seventh grade — Quentin
to
Harrtlikan Paducah; Billie Dosupport the things that are best Ideas on dramatic
take
his
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This is my Formal Announcement as
a Candidate for the office of County
Judge of Calloway County, subject to
the action of the Democratic Primary
May 27, 1969.
May I state as simply as possible my
qualifications for this most important
office.

CORVETTE.

SANDERS-PURDOM
HOUSE FOR SALE

7IhsJ.H.Coleman house, located at
710 West Main Street, Murray, Ky.
This is a 1V2 story dwelling, constructed of frame.

icr

Calloway County Library District
Board of Trustees reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.

1940

ATTENTION
FARMERS

LASSO

FARMINGTON
SWEET FEED
MILL

control of important broadleaf weeds.

frarrefuetwe. KY.
Mese 345-2225

The Veterans Administration
receives more than 95 million
pieces of mall annually from veterans and their dependents.

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Phone 763-19U
•

I respectfully submit these qualifications, and my family and, I shall be
eternally grateful for your vote and influence.

BOB MILLER

•

